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We asked Kirsty how she likes to work out in summer.
‘When the sun’s shining, I head to my local park to do hill sprints on the grass
– sprinting to the top as fast as I can and walking back down as I catch my

breath. I love getting out of the gym and being outdoors.’
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editor’s letter

D on’t know about you, but the last
thing I want to be doing on holiday is
worrying about how I look. I’d much
rather be enjoying the sun, sea and
sand, exploring the sights and having

fun with friends and family. So, this month, we’re
arming you with all the expert advice and insider
secrets you need to feel fit, healthy and body
confident well before your big summer getaway!
Swimming is one of the best all-over workouts going,

as this month’s cover star Kirsty Gallacher proves.
Currently training for her first Ironman, the super-fit TV
presenter credits swimming for helping her feel her
fittest at 40. Turn to ‘How I got my best body ever’
(page 52) to read our interview and follow Kirsty’s
training plan.
Another A-lister who knows all about the

transformative powers of exercise is reality star-turned-
fitpreneur, Lucy Mecklenburgh. In ‘Shape up with Lucy’
(page 68), she and her PT Cecilia Harris reveal their
exercise and healthy eating secrets and share their
Ultimate Booty Blitz Workout. Believe us, it works!
Love feeling the sun on your skin but worry about the

harmful effects? In ‘Here comes the sun’ (page 64), the
UK’s top skin doctors help clear up all the confusion
about the sun’s pros and cons, and tell you how to
reap the benefits without the damage. Happy summer!

Welcome
What theH&F team has
been up to this month...

MaryComber,Editor

handfmagHandFMagazine@HandFmagazine healthandfitness_mag

FOLLOWUSON

Art director
Lucy works her way
round the fitness
circuit in NYC-

ShadowBox is a must
for anyone visiting!

Fitness model
Jess stops the
traffic during
this month’sfashion shoot!
See page 76

Chief sub
Emma meets Jessica
Ennis-Hill at the
launch of Procter &
Gamble’s ‘Thank You
Mum’ campaign
#ThankYouMum

H&F writer
Hannah Ebelthite
worked out with The
Body Coach, Joe

Wicks, at his brand
new gym at
The BCHQ
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About
YOU

Celeb inspiration, beating envy
and new gymmoves

FITNESS INSPO
‘Bikini Body Secrets of the
Stars’ (June 2016) was an
inspirational read. People
may argue celebrities have
more time to keep fit, but
reading about them inspires me.
A few years ago, Jennifer Lopez
ran a marathon. Yes, she had a
trainer and no, she doesn’t have
to sit at a desk all day like many of
us... but she’d just had twins. I ran
a half marathon that year. Now it’s
Cameron and Davina motivating me.
I’d love their amazing abs. Thanks.
Ilana Aitch, Wirral

OVERCOMING ENVY
Your article ‘Get to grips with envy’ (June
2016) was such a useful read. I always
thought of myself as a kind, thoughtful
person but, after splitting up with my
partner, I noticed I was resenting the fun
other people seemed to be having. After
reading your article, I made a list of all the

things I’m grateful for in my life – including
an amazing set of friends – and decided
to create the life I want, rather than look on
at others’ from the sidelines. So I’m hiring
a campervan for two weeks and travelling
around France with three good friends,
then I’m going to train as a nutritionist
– something I’ve been thinking about for
two years. Thank you for helping me realise
I don’t have to be envious of anyone. My
life is in my own hands.
Sarah Compton, by email

POSITIVE STRENGTH
What an interesting article by PT Jean-
Claude Vacassin, ‘What is negative
training?’ (June issue). I’ve been going
to the gym for years and had many PT
sessions, but no-one has mentioned
negative, or eccentric, training to me. So

often we focus on lifting the weight, or
reaching the high bar in chin-ups, without
thinking what our form is like when we
lower the weight or our body.
I’ve been incorporating your top three

eccentrics moves into my gym routine
for three weeks now and can already
feel my strength is improving.
Thanks H&F!
Tara Bradshaw, by email

‘Doing my 50th @parkrun and
aiming for a PB!’
Jane Dorrian

‘I’ve always wanted to learn how to sail.
I’m in my 50s, and have just joined my

local sailing club!’
Ruth Durant

‘I’ve signed up to do ToughMudder.
I hate the water so this will be a real

challenge for me.’
Becca Ann

‘I’m aiming to deadlift 200kg
– and I’m only 5ft 2!’

Kilca Adams

TALK TOUS!We love hearing from you. Email letters@iris-uk.com, Facebook facebook.com/HandFmagazine, Twitter@HandFmagazine.
InstagramHealthandfitness_mag,Write toH&Fmagazine, Iris Publishing, 57 Charterhouse St, London EC1M 6HA

HSTARLETTER

You
say. . .

Davina is
great fitspo

What’s next on
your fitness
bucket list?

WRITE IN AND WIN!
This month, Ilana wins a Swimovate Poolmate Pro watch, worth £110, from
simplyswim.com. Perfect for your summer swim training, the high-tech
gadget counts your laps and strokes, speed, distance, calories burnt and
efficiency. The Pro then downloads the data onto your computer so you
can analyse your progress. It’s a great training tool whether you’re a
competitive swimmer, triathlete or recreational swimmer. SimplySwim.com
caters for all your swimming needs, stocking over 40 brands supplying
everything from goggles, swimsuits and triathlon suits to swimming caps
and the latest accessories and equipment for swimming sports.

Swimovate
Poolmate Pro, £110



*TomTom Bluetooth Headphones. Valid from 21st March 2016 - 31st May 2016. Terms and conditions apply.
Visit www.tomtom-promotions.com/freeheadphones. Proof of purchase required. Available in the UK Only, for participants 18 and older. Subject to availability.

FREE
BLUETOOTH
HEADPHONES*

WORTH £50
WHEN YOU BUY ANY

TOMTOM SPARK
MUSIC EDITION

GPS FITNESS WATCH

WORTH £50
WHEN YOU BUY ANY

TOMTOM SPARK
MUSIC EDITION 

GPS FITNESS WATCH

MUSIC TO YOUR EARS



Thenew lookof fit

©2016 Fitbit, Inc. All rights reserved. Fitbit and Alta are trademarks of Fitbit, Inc. in the United States and other countries.

AUTO EXERCISE
RECOGNITION

ALL DAY
ACTIVITY

ACCESSORY
BANDS

CALL, TEXT &
CALENDAR ALERTS

REMINDERS
TO MOVE

AUTO SLEEP
TRACKING & ALARMS

Work out. Night out. Stand out.

Whether you’re working out or going out, the new Fitbit Alta™ features
interchangeable bands specifically designed to fit your style. With auto-
exercise recognition, all-day activity tracking, call and text alerts and
reminders to move, finding your fit has never looked better.
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what’s new

FIT BUZZ
Your guide to the hottest things to do, see and buy this month

1

2
4GET FIT WITH

OLYMPIANS
Secure your place on
WellFit, an intensive
two-week boot-
camp programme at

fitness-lovers’ paradise, The Body-
Holiday resort in St Lucia. Hosted by
long-distance Olympic swimmer Keri-Anne
Payne and former Olympic swimmer David Carry, it’s a great
way to keep up your fitness when chilly autumn sets in here.
Keri-Anne is also running a five-day SwimFit course during
your stay. WellFit runs from October 30 to November 13 and
costs from £334 per person per night; thebodyholiday.com.

WEAR A-LIST BEACHWEAR
KateHudson’s active clothingbrand,Fabletics, has
launched its first beachwear collection in time for you
toget kitted out for summer.You’ll find everything
youneed for your sunnyholiday, including swimwear,
dresses and cover-ups.The swimwear ismade from
recycledmaterials andboastsUVprotectionwhile
dresses suchas theTropezuse compression fabric
tohelp flatter your figure.Bikinis start from£22
anddresses from£44; fabletics.co.uk.

Join the RSPB’s Big
Wild Sleepout, July 29

to 31, and camp in the great
outdoors! It’s part of the ‘Giving
Nature a Home’ campaign,
encouraging everyone to do

their bit for nature. Camp in
your own garden, elsewhere or
join in an organised event at an
RSPB nature reserve and get
closer to the natural world;
rspb.org.uk/sleepout.

COMMUNE WITH NATURE
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3DRINK RESPONSIBLY
Have you stopped using one-use
plastic, BPA-containing bottles yet?
The chemical is linked to ailments
including cancer, obesity and diabetes;
plus plastic bottles take 1,000 years to
decompose. New, reusable Ghongha
glass water bottles might just help you
change your ways. They’re plastic-
and BPA-free, 100 per cent recyclable
and dishwasher-proof. Perfect for yoga
or Pilates classes, they come with a
soft, grippy silicone sleeve and lid and
cost £23; ghongha.com.

MAKE ENERGY BALLS
If you’re still searching for your perfect pre- or
post-workout snack, try making your own using
In the Nood’s super-healthy, pre-made base mix
of dates, coconut, cacao and more. With no
added sugar, these raw, vegan, gluten-free packs
are bursting with antioxidants, fibre and minerals.
Choose from Orange
and cacao, Simpy
cacao and Crunchy
cacao flavours and
roll the balls, adding
other ingredients if
you wish! £7.99 per
pack; inthenood.com.

6
TRY THE NEW CRAZE
I f you’re a barre fan, check
out the latest US import –
Xtend Barre – that ’s just

landed in London’s
Marylebone . It ’s an excit ing
mix of dance , bal let and
Pilates that strengthens ,
lengthens and chisels the

body, with more dance than
tradit ional barre classes . The

brand was founded in the
USA nine years ago by

Andrea Rogers , a professional
dancer, choreographer and
Pilates instructor. A drop-in
class costs £25; xtendbarre .

com/studio/London.



A snack that
won’t knock you

off track.

Until now, the only crunching you’ve been doing has been on

the gym floor. It’s about time you got a little taste bud satisfaction

that won’t slow your workout goals. Nudie Snacks premium

toasted coconut chips give you that crunch you haven’t had since

you cut out crisps. Even better, they’re high in fibre, free from

gluten and avoid trans fats just as much as you do.
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Rachel Newnham lifestyle advisor

The Lawn Tennis Association players’ mentor, 36,
tells us how she helps with their off-court lives

Rachel carved out
her role at the LTA

‘I’m a real foodie – cooking is a great de-
stressor, or I’ll do a dance class after work’

● ‘When life gets tough, find an
activity you love – so you keep fit but
don’t feel like you’re working out.’
● ‘When you lack motivation, just aim
to do 15 minutes; you’ll often keep
going once you’ve started.’
● ‘Have little goals rather than one big
one; you’ll be satisfied and motivated
by regularly completing little goals.’

‘MY LIFE
IN A DAY’

RACHEL’SWORKOUT TIPS

‘Sometimes, I
spend entire
days talking

to people’

useful to the
players. But a lot of my

job involves building relationships
with people. I’m not a psychologist,
but it’s important to understand
behaviours and emotions, and
know how to ask the right
questions to help solve problems
with action-based solutions so
players keep moving forwards.’

A DAY’S WORK
‘My biggest challenge is that the
players are always travelling, so
it can often be hard to build good
relationships when we only meet
face-to-face every few months, but
we maintain regular contact via text
or WhatsApp. There’s never a set
structure to my day, and many of
my meetings are ad hoc – I can be
walking to the on-site café to get

Health&Fitness 13

lunch and suddenly bump
into a player, or someone
associated with them. I have
to grab chances to chat, so
sometimes I spend entire days
talking to people without having
any scheduled meetings.
‘Listening to other people’s

problems can be exhausting, but
I have a clinical psychologist I

can ‘download’ to, and a good support
network at home. I’m a real foodie, and
find cooking is a great de-stressor, or I’ll
hit a dance class after work to help forget
everything. I also love pampering myself
with regular pedicures and sports
massages to relieve tension. Once home,
I start winding down at 10pm by turning off
the TV and putting my phone on vibrate.
I get into bed by 10.30pm, and hope I’m
not woken with a call at 2am!’

‘Iwake up at 6am, eat a breakfast of porridge
and blueberries, and arrive at my office in
the National Tennis Centre for 8-8.30am,
depending on whether I stop off for a hot

power yoga class. I offer one-to-one coaching and
mentoring to around 30 tennis players (including
10 seniors) on all aspects of off-court life – including
wellbeing and relationship issues, and personal skills
development on areas such as time management
and media relations. Although I work 9-5 hours, the
reality is I’m on call 24/7, should the players need
me. The hours can be unsociable, but the job itself
is very sociable with lots of communication –
any downsides are massively outweighed
by the satisfaction I get helping players
be the best they can be.’

BUILDING
RELATIONSHIPS
‘I got into my job in a round about way,
probably because my discipline of lifestyle
management didn’t exist when I went to
university. I’d always been interested in working
in sport or television, and worked in TV travel
documentaries for three years. When I moved
to the BBC’s sports events and archives
department, I realised it was sport I was really
interested in. After getting a role in Player
Services at the Professional Cricketers
Association (PCA), I met people doing
what I do now and, knowing my skill set lay in
communicating with people, the PCA let me study
for the relevant
qualifications,
including a post
grad in Lifestyle
Management for
High-Performing
Athletes, and
certificates in MBTI (the Myers’-Briggs type
indicator) and NLP (neuro-linguistic programming).
After five years there, I moved to the Lawn Tennis
Association (LTA), where they’d never had anyone
doing my role, so I got to carve it out for myself.
‘My own development never ends, but it makes

me both a better practitioner and person. I have to
do annual CPD courses on anything from mental
health and eating disorders to anti-doping – right
now I’m looking into mindfulness to see if it could be

Being
mindful

Time for
pampering

Rachel
speaks to

players via
WhatsApp

Rachel’s
breakfast



For Coffee? With Protein??

ReflexNutrition.com

Made with real Arabica beans

25g Protein | No added sugar | Zero Fat



SECRETTO
SUCCESS

Want to know how to get a great
marathon time? You’ve got to put in

the hours. In a recent study by
Strava, the social network for

athletes, the results showed that
faster marathon runners run further
and more frequently when training
than slower runners. The study
analysed the data of over 4,000

finishers in the 12 weeks running up
to the 2015 London Marathon, and
found that sub-three-hour runners
ran an average of 42 miles per week
over seven runs, while the five hour
plus finishers ran an average of 14
miles per week over two runs.
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SHAPE UP
FITNESS NEWS ] WORKOUT FIXES ] EXPERT ADVICE
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Think chocolate undermines your training? Think
again. According to a study from Kingston University,
dark chocolate may boost cardiovascular performance.
It contains a substance called epicatechin, which
increases nitric oxide production in the body. This
dilates blood vessels and reduces oxygen consumption,
so you go further for longer. It’s so effective that
dark chocolate-fuelled cyclists used less oxygen when
riding at a moderate pace and covered more distance
in a two-minute time trial. Go chocoholics!

SWEETLIKE
CHOCOLATE

@TWICETHEHEALTH
LORNA JANE AMBASSADORS, TWICE THE HEALTH
(AKA. EMILY AND HANNAH), POST FOOD, FITNESS
AND PARTNER YOGA POSES ON THIS INSPIRING
INSTAGRAM PAGE.

THE SECRET'S OUT!
Wish you had endless amounts of
motivation? Don’t we all! But there is a
way to look forward to your next exercise
session – treat yourself to a fitness
subscription gift box. Gym Secrets is the
latest subscription box service for active
women. Think: beauty box for fitness
fans. Boasting fuel, beauty, skincare and
fitness products, it lets fit girls discover
the latest treats for an active lifestyle.
The bi-monthly boxes contain five to six
products, and exclusive access to exciting
workouts. £17; gymsecrets.co.uk.

FITNESS
notebook

RUNDERWEAR
From£15;runderwear.co.uk
Madewith runners inmind,
this rangeof sportyundies
boasts briefs andacrop top

that promise to keep youcomfy through the
miles.They’re3600seamless, breathable and
have flatlock edging fora chafe-free run.

ODLOSEAMLESS
EVOLUTION
From£17;odlo.com/uk
Great for enduranceathletes,
this rangeof seamless base

layers andbriefswill keep chafing toa
minimum.Phew!

MARIEMEILI
From£7;figleaves.co.uk
Available inpinkandgrey,
thematching sets fromMarie
Meili are great for low-impact

sports andare super-affordable.

3 OF THE BEST…
UNDERWEAR SETS
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Functional and pretty, matching sports
underwear sets are hot right now!

FOLLOW

Olly Jones,
personal trainer
speaking on behalf
of Movelat
‘Inspired by

seeing one of the many
recent marathons? If you’re
thinking about taking on the
challenge, nowʼs the time to
start. Begin by doing light
jogs a couple of times a
week, then build duration,
following the same route
so you can measure your
progress. Try to gradually
build up to five miles per run
before starting a training
plan. Training plans are
generally 16-17 weeks’ long
with different types of runs,
such as tempo runs, hill runs,
fartlek sessions and slow,
long-distance runs. Ready?’

ONTHERUN
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promotion

he nights are finally
lighter and the
weather is warming
up, so you may be
thinking about
ramping up your

summer fitness regime. Preparing
healthy meals can be relatively easy to do,
but often it’s hard to find healthy snacks
which are low in sugar, especially if you’re
on the go – at work, travelling or enjoying
days out.
Atkins’ range of bars, shakes and meal

components are low in sugar and carbs,
while many products in the range also have
a high protein content, making them the
perfect complement to a low-carb
lifestyle. Rather than reaching for sugary
or starchy snacks between meals, you
can fuel your body, feel great and skip the
feelings of bloating and discomfort that
many sugary snacks bring.
Atkins bars come in a range of indulgent

flavours, including Fudge Caramel,
Chocolate Brownie and Chocolate Peanut
Caramel, so you can satisfy your sweet

tooth without the guilt. And with an
impressive 15-22g of protein in each
60g bar, they make a great pre- or
post-workout snack. Protein is vital for
recovery, so enjoying a bar after your
workout is a tasty way to speed the
recovery process. And unlike many
traditional protein bars, with Atkins, you
don’t have to compromise on taste!
If you prefer your pick-me-up in the

form of a refreshing shake, Atkins’ new
Chocolate and Strawberry ready-to-drink
options really hit the spot. Low in sugar

and with less than 3g of carbohydrate per
bottle, you can enjoy these creamy, filling
drinks knowing they contain 85 per cent
fewer carbs than other flavoured shakes.
As the low-carb expert, Atkins also

provides tasty low-carb pasta and
crispbread so healthy lunches and dinners
are easier to prepare, helping to give
you lower-sugar options at every meal.
You’ll find the Atkins range in the Pharmacy
aisle of major supermarkets, at health
stores and online at amazon.com and
buyatkins.co.uk.

LESS
SUGAR,
MORE

VITALITY

T
Are you battling to bring down your sugar intake? Atkins makes it easy to cut

down on carbs, while keeping up your healthy fat and protein intake

TOP SNACKS
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O
ne of the joys of
summer is being
able to exercise
outdoors. But what
are you breathing in
on your jog or cycle?

Earlier this year, a report from the Royal
College of Physicians uncovered the scary
statistic that pollution causes 40,000 early
deaths every year in the UK. And while
Saharan dust gets all the attention when it
blows over, that’s actually a natural weather
phenomenon and is nowhere near as
harmful as the microscopic pollutants
we inhale on a daily basis.
‘The key substances are gases such

as nitrogen dioxide and PM, or particulate
matter,’ says environmental scientist
Professor John Murlis, a trustee of
Environmental Protection UK. Fine PM is
just one 400th of a millimetre – so it can be
inhaled deep into the lungs and assimilated
into the body. That, says Murlis, is why it’s
so damaging.
Unfortunately, it’s at this time of year

that pollution is likely to be at its worst.
‘In summer, you have photochemical
pollution, where sunlight works on
the chemicals to create more toxic
compounds,’ says Murlis. And if there’s
no breeze, pollutants hang around in the
air. ‘On windy days, it’s blown away, so
pollution levels aren’t as bad,’ he adds.

WORTH A WORKOUT?
Urban areas are the most polluted because,
in the UK, the majority of PM is generated
by vehicles. Unfortunately, if you’re running
or cycling outdoors in a town, you may
be particularly at risk, says Murlis, as you
inhale very deeply when exercising. You’re
also likely to be outside for a considerable
length of time, giving you longer to breathe

in those pollutants. Although poor air
quality may cause a cough and sore eyes,
you won’t necessarily notice the effects
unless you have a condition such as
asthma – according to charity Asthma UK,
two-thirds of people with asthma find their
symptoms are aggravated by poor air
quality. And pollution
can make hay fever
symptoms worse, too.
But even if you’re

not aware of any
symptoms, the
damage is still being
done – there’s some
evidence that, in the long term, poor air
quality can actually cause asthma onset,
while the Royal College of Physicians’

With high UK pollution
levels being linked to a

range of health problems,
we investigate how to stay
safe while you work out

report linked pollution with serious illnesses
from cancer to type 2 diabetes. And
consistent exposure to pollution might even
make your skin age faster – some research
has found it can lead to pigmentation and
dehydration. But that doesn’t mean having
to give up your favourite outdoor workout

– try the following tips.

l OPT FOR A
QUIETER ROUTE
‘Simply staying away
from the busiest roads
and running or cycling
along side streets can

make a difference,’ says Murlis. ‘It may
take you a bit longer but it can lower your
exposure to pollution.’ Use one of the clean

CITY-PROOF
your workout

PARTICULATE MATTER,
OR PM, IS JUST ONE

400TH OF A MILLIMETRE
SO IT CAN BE INHALED
DEEP INTO THE LUNGS
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outdoor workouts
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Plume Air Report, a free app for iPhone, keeps you updated on London pollution levels (it doesn’t cover other UK cities at present)
so if you live or work in the capital you can plan your activities accordingly. Otherwise, try the following:

air apps (see box below) to plan a lower
pollution route. Where possible, exercise
in a green space, such as a park, when
you want to be outside, as you’ll be further
away from the traffic fumes; plus trees
can help improve air quality, according
to a study published in the journal
Environmental Pollution. ‘We found that
in general, the greater the tree cover, the
greater the pollution removal,’ said study
leader Dave Nowak.

l CHOOSE THE RIGHT TIME
Traffic fumes are at their worst during rush
hour. And in cities, some chemicals are at
their highest from mid to late afternoon,
when the sun’s had most of the day to
react with them, so pick your exercise time.

l CHECK OUT THE
POLLUTION FORECAST
DEFRA produces an air pollution map
every day: https://uk-air.defra.gov.uk. On
high-pollution days, it may be a good idea
to take your workout inside, particularly if
you have a condition such as asthma.

l CONSIDER POLLUTION
PROTECTORS
The jury’s out on masks – Murlis says
there’s doubt over how much pollution
they really filter out. Some research
suggests masks can filter gases but don’t
protect against fine PM. And some cyclists
who wear masks find them uncomfortable.
So it’s a personal choice.

l DEFEND YOUR SKIN
Choose a moisturiser with high SPF and
antioxidants to help prevent damage.
Wraparound sunglasses can help lower
the risk of eye irritation from particles,
including pollen. n

Avon Anew Clinical
E-Defence Deep
Recovery Cream,
£20 for 30ml; avon.uk.com
Claims to make healthy
cells migrate to the
most damaged areas
of the
skin, and
reverse
pollution
damage in
one month.

Epionce Ultra Shield Lotion
SPF50, £40.50 for 75ml;
epionce.co.uk
Formulated for
sensitive skin, this
broad-spectrum
lotion uses minerals
such as zinc oxide
(without the
whitening effect)
to block UVA and
UVB rays and
calm skin.

BreezoMeter, free on iTunes
and Google Play
With real-time air quality data
at your fingertips, the app tells
you whether it’s safe to exercise
outdoors, and gives extra tips
to people with senstivitites.

Respro Nitesight
Mask, £39.99;
chainreactioncycles.com
This is highly visible at night
and protects against a range
of poisonous gases and
some PM.

YOUR POLLUTION-PROOFING KIT



GET Beach
REady

Body Perfect®
Body Perfect® is an award winning
product, voted No.1 by readers
of Women’s Fitness and daily
Mail among others. Include Body
Perfect® capsules in your weight
loss regime and they will support
you to achieve your goal.

Skinny Protein®

Skinny Protein® shakes rated No.1
diet protein by UK supplement
reviews are high in protein & low in
fat making them the ideal partner to
achieve your perfect beach body.
Each delicious shake also contains
calcium and vitamin d for healthy
bones, green tea and chromium to
help curb sugar cravings.

Fruit Infuser
The Bio-Synergy Fruit Infuser Water
Bottle is quick and easy to use.
Simply load the fruit chamber with
your favourite combination – don’t
overfill; give your fruit some room. Get
your fruit infused in the water bottle
and prepare your mouth and mind for
a fruit infusion.

w i t h B i o -Syne r g y awa rd W inn i ng P roduc t s

BUYonlIneAnDUSePRoMoCoDeBeach10
ToGeT£10 OFFYoURoRDeRAT
BiO-synergy.uk
aLSOaVaILaBLEaT LEadING RETaILERS
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WILDWORKOUT WEAR
We knowHealth & Fitness readers love a fit kit find, so I was super-excited to
come across Bellum Active at this year’s Be:Fit London fitness festival. Created
in 2013 by seasoned runner, triathlete and Ironwoman Jodie Kerschl, Bellum
Active clothing is made from high-quality material that feels amazing on the skin,
and looks pretty flattering, too. Its affordability doesn’t seem to impact on its
technical fortitude either – I’m talking about flatlock seams, breathable mesh
panels, handy pockets and sweat-wicking fabrics. The quick-dryingWild Active
tights are perfect for medium- to high-intensity workouts, so it’s no surprise they
were flying off the Be:Fit shelves. I just know sporty girls (like me) are going to want
to get their hands on a pair. £55; bellumactive.co.uk.

There’s a saying among my running friends
that sometimes you can ‘run through an
injury’. I know it sounds nuts, and I don’t
advocate exercising on a damaged body,
but there is logic to the theory – pain isn’t
only the result of physical damage, but also
linked to mental signals. After all, you can’t
feel anything without a brain! The brain and
central nervous system are so involved in
processing pain, sometimes the pain you
experience when injured doesn’t reflect the
injury. But is there anything you can do to
reduce the psychological damage of injury?
A new study by experts at Leeds Beckett

University reveals that an injured athlete’s
thoughts, feelings and actions can indeed
influence rehab. According to the paper,
boosting self-confidence and reducing
anxiety can increase the likelihood of
recovery. The experts say it’s important
not to assume physical and psychosocial
recovery takes the same amount of time,
as fear and confidence can influence how
readily an athlete returns to her sport – and
worries about remaining uninjured can be
a problem after physical symptoms heal.

Which is why it’s worth considering how
you’re going to mentally bounce back from
an injury, as well as physically. Being injured
can be isolating, making it tough to work
your way back to fitness after a setback. In
fact, many athletes keep their post-injury
anxieties under wraps and let them get in
the way of competing again. Don’t let injury
beat you down. Try to see the experience
as a positive one, because it’s taught you
how to be resilient, and that positivity could
even help your body to heal.

COUNTDOWNBEGINS
In case you didn’t get the memo, on-demand workouts are big news. These handy online
spaces provide exercisers with exclusive fitness classes, meaning you can work out with
some of the world’s top instructors from the comfort of your own home. Perfect for those
who live a busy lifestyle, on-demand workout websites are just the ticket to get fit for
summer. And the latest cyber workout zone to hit the web is from none other than
ab-spiring celebrity, Davina McCall.
Prepare to be hooked on Get Fit With Davina, a health, fitness and weight-loss

programme with eating plans from McCall’s nutritional guru, Max Tomlinson, and a fitness
programme from her trainer, Ed Lumsden. It’s fully customisable, using smart algorithms
to adjust workouts to your fitness level, and has a social forum for tips and inspiration. A
typical workout day is has three, seven-minute sessions and five meals – a method McCall
has followed. Free for the first four weeks, then £9.99 a month; getfitwithdavina.com.

FITNESS EXPERT
H&F’s fitness editor Sarah Ivory digests the latest workout news and research

Ready,
steady, click!
Get set for

DavinaMcCall’s
online training

plan...

BRAINPOWER

‘
Reducing anxiety
can increase
the likelihood
of recovery’



Tone up in a flash
with these simple
whole-bodymoves

PREPARE
TO BARE

10
MINUTE
TONE-UP

Do all four
exercises as a circuit
and repeat three
times through,

taking 15 seconds’
rest after each

exercise.

Squats with arms
overhead
Time: 30 seconds
Works: Quads,
hamstrings, glutes,
shoulders and core

Stand with your
feet hip-width apart
and arms above your
head with your palms
facing each other (A).
Keeping your

arms up, bend both
knees and shift your
hips back as though
you’re sitting in a
chair (B).
Use your glutes to

return to standing
and repeat. Do as
many reps as you
can in 30 seconds.

B

A
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home fitness
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USE YOUR BREATH TO SUPPORT YOUR WORKOUT, EXHALING ON EXERTION...

Inch-worm with
shoulder touch
Time: 30 seconds
Works: Legs, glutes, abs,
shoulders and upper back

Stand with your feet hip-width
apart, then bend over and touch
the floor in front of your feet
with both hands (A).
Keeping your legs straight

and core tight, walk your hands
forwards so you’re in a straight-
arm plank position with hands
under your shoulders (B).
Without moving your hips,

touch your right hand to your
left shoulder (C), then bring your
hand back to the floor.
Touch your left hand to your

right shoulder, then slowly walk
your feet toward your hands.
Stand up, and go again.

Heisman shuffle
Time: 30 seconds
Works: Quads, hamstrings,
calves, glutes and core

Stand with your feet hip-width
apart, elbows bent, hands up and
arms close to your body.
Hop on your left foot, bringing

your right knee towards your
chest as you drive your left arm
forwards and right arm back, like
a sprinter (A).
Quickly hop onto your right foot,

reversing the motion, and repeat.

Glute bridge
Time: 30 seconds
Works: Hamstrings, glutes,
lower back and abs

Lie on your back with your
feet directly below your knees,
arms at your sides, palms
facing down (A).
Keeping your hands by your

sides and on the floor, and
your neck and back relaxed,
engage your glutes and
hamstrings to lift your hips
off the ground (B).
Slowly lower back to the

floor and repeat.

A

B

A

A

B C



www.ukjuicers.com

Named Best Buy
Juicer 2016
in The Independent... Again!
The L'Equip 215 XL Juicer has beaten the
competition to claim the title 'Best Buy Juicer'
for a second time in The Independent.

More Juice - Less Waste - £99

Get 10% off yours with voucher code XL10
www.ukjuicers.com



DIRTY
BURGERS

Another reason to skip junk food.
New research shows that eating fast
food exposes you to higher levels
of toxins called phthalates. These

industrial chemicals in food packaging
can leach out into food and on into
the body. They’re linked to health

risks including infertility and hormone
disruption. A study published in the

journal Environmental Health
Perspectives found people who ate

lots of fast food had up to 40 per cent
more phthalates in their urine. Meat
and grain-based foods such as bread

were the main culprits.
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If you think you have an intolerance to the lactose in
dairy milk, you may be wrong. New research suggests
it’s often a type of casein (a protein) in milk that’s
causing your symptoms. A study in Nutrition Journal
compared the impact of drinking conventional cow's
milk (containing the A1 version of casein protein) to
that of milk with an A2 version. While the A1 milk
produced stomach cramp and bloating symptoms,
none of the study participants (including those with
clinically confirmed lactose intolerance) experienced
any gastrointestinal disturbance with A2. Interestingly,
all milk used to contain the A2 protein…

MILKSHAKE-UP

A BOOST FOR YOUR
WATER BOTTLE

Power Health’s new
Super Foods Powder
Complex (£14.16 for
300g; powerhealth.
co.uk) is a powdered
blend of 16 green and
red vegetables and plant
foods, including spinach,

kale, spirulina and blueberry. Mixing two
teaspoons into water (or a smoothie)
boosts glucosinolates (which turn into
cancer-fighting isothiacyaniates) along
with other beneficial phytochemicals and
antioxidants and folic acid. A healthy extra
to your five a day.

FOOD
notebook

OF WOMEN
AND 15 PER CENT
OF MEN DIDN'T
TOUCH ANY

ALCOHOL AT ALL
IN 2014*

21%
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5WAYSWITH
ROSEMARY

SOUND BITE

Bring a Mediterranean
flavour to your summer

dishes with this healthy herb

‘I love to cook
comfort food. I’ll
make fish and

vegetables or meat
and vegetables and
potatoes or rice.
The ritual and
creativity of
it is fun.’

Reese Witherspoon

1Mix fresh chopped
rosemary with walnut

pieces and use as a crust
for baked salmon.

2For rosemary-infused oil,
warm olive oil and dried

whole sprigs of rosemary on
a stove top, then pour into a
bottle and refrigerate. Use
within a month.

3Mix with Greek yoghurt
for a tasty alternative to

mayo in sandwiches.

4Chop fresh rosemary
and add 1 to 2 tsps to

a saucepan of chicken soup
as it cooks.

5Use fresh or dried
rosemary to flavour

roasted vegetables
(including potatoes).



From
Switzerland

The secret is Chrüterchraft www.ricola.com

Great tasting, long lasting refreshment
Sugar free – all of the taste, none of the guilt
Only 6 calories per sweet
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SERVES: 1
PREP TIME: 10 mins

❋ 2 handfuls kale, finely shredded
❋ 100g Brussels sprouts, finely shredded
❋ Juice of ½ lemon
❋ 3 tbsp Leon honey & mustard dressing
❋ 1 tbsp dried cranberries
❋ 50g cooked bacon lardons (optional)

❋ 25g smoked almonds, roughly chopped
❋ 1 tbsp finely grated pecorino
❋ Salt and freshly ground black pepper

HONEY & MUSTARD DRESSING
❋ 5 tbsp olive oil
❋ 2 tbsp cider vinegar
❋ 2 tsp honey
❋ 2 tsp grain mustard, 1 tsp Dijon mustard

1. Place the shredded vegetables in a bowl and
sprinkle with lemon juice. Season well.

2. To make the dressing, combine all the
ingredients in a jar and shake well. Toss the
veg in the dressing, and scatter over the
cranberries, bacon lardons and almonds.

3. Fold in the pecorino just before serving.

This salad is easily assembled al-desko! The vegetables don’t need to be cooked.
SHREDDED SPROUT SALAD

Inject some sunshine into your
lunch hour, even if you can’t
escape your desk, with these

vitality-packed recipes

3 OF THE BEST
lunchbox salads

T here’s nothing worse than
being stuck in the office on
a sunny day. But if you really
can’t escape outdoors for

lunch, the next best thing is to bring the
sunshine inside with an energising salad.
We asked the experts at healthy fast food
restaurant Leon, to share some of their
favourite recipes for lunchbox salads from
their new book Happy Salads (Conran
Octopus, £15.99). Packed with colourful,
nourishing superfoods, and all designed to
serve one person, the salads are quick to
prepare and easily portable. ‘We call them
“happy salads” because not only do they
look happy and make you feel happy but,
if you make them part of your diet, you’ll
feel well and energised,’ say the authors.

These salads
will hold well if you
prepare them the
night before, and
dress them just
before eating.
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summer salads
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SERVES: 1
PREP TIME: 20 mins

k 2 tbsp olive oil
k ½ clove of garlic, crushed
k 1 tsp caraway seeds
k Finely grated zest and juice of ½ orange
k 1 tsp balsamic vinegar
k 1 small raw beetroot, peeled and grated
k 2cm piece of cucumber
k 4 radishes
k 200g freekeh, cooked
k 100g hot-smoked salmon, in one piece
k Handful watercress
k 1 tbsp roughly chopped fresh dill
k Salt and freshly ground black pepper

HORSERADISH DRESSING
k 1 tbsp crème fraîche
k 1 tsp lemon juice
k 2 tsp grated horseradish

1. Heat half the oil in a pan, then add the
garlic and caraway seeds. Tip in the orange
zest and juice, and cook to reduce. Mix in the
balsamic vinegar and remaining oil and pour
over the grated beetroot.

2. Whisk together the horseradish dressing
ingredients. Add a little water to bring it to
the consistency of double cream. Set aside.

3. Cut the cucumber and radishes into thin
matchsticks. Gently pull the salmon into large
chunks and place on top of the beetroot
and freekeh. Drizzle with the horseradish
dressing and sprinkle over the cucumber,
radishes and watercress. Top with dill.

END CREDIT: (BOOK JACKET TO
COME)
Leon Happy Salads by Jane Baxter &

John Vincent (£15.99, Conran Octopus)

SERVES: 1
PREP TIME: 10 mins

k 1 tbsp sultanas
k 300g spinach
k Pinch of cayenne pepper
k 100g cooked chickpeas
k 2 tbsp flaked almonds,
toasted

k 2 tbsp marinated red onions
k Clove of garlic, crushed
k 2 tbsp olive oil
k 1 tbsp flat-leaf parsley
k Salt

1. Cover the sultanas with hot
water and leave to soak.

2. Cook the spinach in boiling
water for a minute, then refresh

with cold water and drain well.
Squeeze out any excess moisture
and chop finely, then season with
salt and cayenne pepper.

3. Crush half the chickpeas
roughly. Mix all the ingredients
together at the last minute,
including the drained sultanas.

MARINATED RED ONIONS
k 2 red onions, chopped
k 2 tsp soft brown sugar
k 1 tbsp balsamic vinegar
k Pinch of salt

1. Combine the ingredients, cover
and leave to marinate at room
temperature anything from
20 minutes to a few hours.

HOT-SMOKED SALMON
This salad makes you want to live for a long time. It will probably help you do so, too.

SPINACH, CHICKPEA & ALMONDS
An end-of-the-month, strapped-for-cash kind of a dish. It tastes so good it will distract

you from the shoes you thought you could afford.
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their
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recipe revamp

CUCUMBER
Cooling and refreshing,
cucumber is the perfect
summer ingredient. With
95% water and rich in

eletrolytes, it’s ideal post
workout and is also a

good source of vitamin K,
needed for bone health.

✽
LEMON

Like other citrus fruit,
lemons are a great source
of vitamin C and other
beneficial antioxidants,
B vitamins and minerals.
The citric acid that gives
the fruit its tangy flavour
helps aid digestion and
prevent kidney stones.

✽
MINT

This zingy herb is known
for aiding digestion and
relieving bloating and the
symptoms of IBS. Use it
to add a summery flavour

to both savoury and
sweet dishes.

H&F TIPS
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This fresh, zesty salad is the perfect
summer side dish, says Honestly
Healthy’s Natasha Corrett

Cucumber cooler

Serves: 2

3 small cucumbers
A large pinch of Himalayan pink salt
Juice of ½ lemon
1 avocado, peeled and stone removed
150g feta cheese
15g mint (fresh whole leaves)
1 tbsp olive oil

Cut the small cucumbers into quarters
and put into a freezer bag with the salt
and lemon juice. Bash the outside of the
bag with a rolling pin so the cucumbers
are slightly broken on the edges.

Shake the bag so the salt and lemon
juice cover the cucumbers evenly. Leave
for 15 minutes, or longer if you can.

Cut the avocado into slices and
arrange on a plate. Add chunks
of feta, whole fresh mint leaves and the
smashed cucumber.

Drizzle with the olive oil and serve as
a side dish, or add salad leaves to turn it
into a main.

SMASHED SALTED CUCUMBER, MINT AND AVOCADO

1

2

3

4



Straddling the line between a seed
and a new plant, sprouted grains
(such as spelt and rye) offer all the
goodness of wholegrains, while being
more readily digested.
Sprouting also increases many of the

grains’ key nutrients, including B vitamins
such as folate, vitamin C, essential amino
acids and fibre. If you have a sensitivity to
grain protein (such as the gluten in barley
and wheat), you may tolerate sprouted
grains more easily.
According to the American Whole Grains

Council, sprouted brown rice reduces
diabetes and cardiovascular risk, sprouted
buckwheat protects against fatty liver
disease and sprouted barley has been
linked to reduced blood pressure.
I love using sprouts in a stir-fry, salad or

sandwich. Here’s how to make your own
(use grains sold for eating not planting).
● Find a 1-2l mason jar and replace the
metal disk with a fine plastic or stainless-
steel mesh.

● Rinse the seeds thoroughly with cold
water, then add to the jar (filling it no more
than a third full). Pour in enough lukewarm
water to almost fill the jar.
● Soak the seeds overnight, then rinse
again and thoroughly drain by turning the
jar upside down. Lay the jar on its side, out
of the light at room temperature, rinsing
and draining two to four times a day.
● Once the seeds are fully sprouted (after
a few days) drain them well and put them
in the fridge. Use within two or three days.

NUTRITION EXPERT
H&F’s nutritionist AmandaHamiltondigests thismonth’s diet news

‘
Sprouting increases
many of the grains’
key nutrients,
including B vitamins,
folate and fibre’

There are plenty of flavoured waters
and diet drinks out there, but I
recently tried new Ugly water, which
is the first completely unsweetened
fizzy drink on the market.
Each 330ml can (99p; uglydrinks.com)

contains only carbonated water, natural
fruit flavours from citrus oils and fruit
infusions plus a dash of citric acid as
a natural preservative. Drinking it is an
unusual experience! I tried the Lemon
& Lime flavour and found that when I

swallowed the first gulp, it hit me with a
powerful lemon and lime blast that really
revived my senses (it comes in Grapefruit
& Pineapple flavour too).
I’d definitely drink a can now and

again to ring the changes (it contains no
calories, no sugar, no protein, no fat and
no salt), but plain water is still the best
thing you can drink – this won’t be so
tooth-friendly. It could be a useful option
to drink occasionally if you struggle to
drink enough water though.

HEALTHIER FIZZ

GET SPROUTING!

Citrus oils
canmake a
great natural
flavouring for

drinks.
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I’m so sleepy during the day
Q Is there anything I can eat to stop me feeling so tired during
the day – I get eight hours’ sleep at night?
A Firstly, I’d recommend you pop along to your GP for a blood test – it’s
possible you may have an iron deficiency or some other underlying issue.
To maximise iron absorption, avoid drinking tea or coffee with meals. A fatty
diet is associated with daytime sleepiness too, according to a recent study
at Adelaide University, so watch how much fat you’re eating. Minimising
sugar intake and eating slower-releasing carbohydrates such as pulses and
wholegrains that help keep energy levels steadier can also help. Combining
carbs with lean protein such as meat and fish will help improve alertness.
You could try a multivitamin too and perhaps a coenzyme Q10 supplement.
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Sign up to your challenge today
at aspirechannelswim.co.uk
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diet diary

LUNCH
‘I often have meetings
over lunch, so it varies
between stews and

salads. I try not to go for
something too heavy,

such as steak or risotto,
otherwise the afternoon
isn’t so productive.

Today, I had leftovers of
my Yoga Bowl recipe [see
picture above]. I made a
batch at the weekend,

which is handy for sorting
out quick meals when I’m

working from home.’

SUPPLEMENTS
‘I take probiotics to help

ease my IBS and
intermittently

multivitamins, plus a
natural vitamin C
effervescent.’

BREAKFAST
‘I usually have fruit and
muesli or homemade

granola with some sort of
hot drink – chai latte that’s
in my book The Naked Diet
(Quadrille, £16.99), or the
golden mylk on my website
(tessward.net). I tend to
work in the mornings and
go for a run or do yoga just
before lunch. This sets me

up for a productive
afternoon.’

SNACKS
‘Usually I keep to fruit, but
mid afternoon I might have
a piece of rye bread and
Marmite or a piece of the
pinenut butter bars in my
book. Yoghurt-coated

almonds and raisins are all
sugar, but can hit the spot!’

Tess Ward
‘What Iate today’
Also known as ‘The Yes Chef’, this food writer and
health coach reveals how she eats for energy

FOOD
PHILOSOPHY
‘My diet is very simple.

Half cooked, half raw, lots
of colours and not too
much sugar. I don’t
believe in “good” and
“bad” foods and like to

focus on packing more of
the healthy in rather than
limiting things where

possible.’

KITCHEN
ESSENTIALS

‘Coconut aminos (in place
of soy), balsamic, cold-
pressed olive oil, a vast
range of spices. Lemons,
almond milk, green veg,

Parmesan, berries,
chorizo, eggs. A selection

of root veg. Frozen
chopped fresh herbs.’

‘Tess’s diet philosophy is spot-on because, while getting the balance
right is key to a healthy, nutritious diet, the food we eat should offer
joy and pleasure as well as good nutrition. Making sure your diet is
as unprocessed as possible is also very sensible. Although Tess’s diet
is healthy, she’d benefit from including a bit more calcium; otherwise
she’s at increased risk of osteoporosis (brittle bones) later in life. To
help with this, she should make sure the almond milk she uses is
fortified with calcium and vitamin D. Chorizo and other processed and
cured meats such as salami and ham should be kept to a minimum
(they’re high in salt and nitrates) but using a little for flavour is fine.’

8
10

SCORE

Nutrit ionist
Fiona Hunter

NUTRITIONIST’S VERDICT

DINNER
‘I love middle-eastern and
Thai food. My current go-to

lazy dinner is a baked
potato with fried chorizo
and lentil tomato sauce
and a grated carrot and
cumin salad on the side.

I have a long list of
restaurants I want to visit.
Jason Atherton’s new
Japanese Sosharu [in

London’s Clerkenwell area]
is top of my list. There are
lots of soy-free options,

which is great because I’m
really allergic to soy.’

TREATS
‘Spelt almond croissants
from Olivier’s Bakery at

London’s Borough Market
and raw chocolate salted

caramel tart.’
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Registered Charity Nos: Breast Cancer Care: 1017658/ SC038104, Jo’s Cervical Cancer Trust: 1133542/SC041236, Ovarian Cancer Action: 1109743/SC043478. Women V Cancer is established under the Charities Aid Foundation Charity No. 268369

ction
for charity

l i f e c h a n g i n g e v e n t s

TO TAKE PART IN THE FULL RIDE YOU ARE REQUIRED TO PAY A REGISTRATION FEE OF £299 AND RAISE MINIMUM SPONSORSHIP OF £3,000. TO CYCLE FOR THREE DAYS OF THE RIDE YOU ARE REQUIRED TO PAY A
REGISTRATION FEE OF £99 AND RAISE MINIMUM SPONSORSHIP OF £699. TO CYCLE FOR ONE DAY OF THE RIDE YOU ARE REQUIRED TO PAY A REGISTRATION FEE OF £39 AND RAISE MINIMUM SPONSORSHIP OF £199.

For more information and to register online:

www.actionforcharity.co.uk
01590 677854 | events@actionforcharity.co.uk

Join the ultimate
Women V Cancer
challenge and cycle
from John O’Groats
to Land’s End to raise
funds to fight
breast, cervical and
ovarian cancers

Can’t join
the full ride?
1 and 3 day
options
available

Only 50
full ride places
available
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Be stylish.
Be comfortable.
Be in the right bed for you.

In today’s fast paced world the value of a great night’s sleep is more important
than ever. But how do you fnd the bed that’s right for you? Our unique Comfort
Station™ Adaptive system is designed to help you do just that.

First it adjusts to different frmness levels to fnd the one that’s just right for you.
Then our exclusive BodiTrack™ technology with its unique pressure-sensing
surface identifes where your body needs support, helping you choose the
mattress type that will provide the support you need for a better night’s sleep.

Visit our Comfort Station™ Adaptive in store or book an appointment online.
To view our full range and fnd your nearest store, visit bensonsforbeds.co.uk.
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ALLERGY
ALERT

Hay fever’s a pain if you’re exercising.
But think twice before you reach for
the antihistamines – they could

hamper your recovery. After vigorous
exercise, your genes boost your
muscles and blood vessels. But a

study at the University of Oregon has
found high doses of antihistamines
can reduce this response by nearly

30 per cent. Histamine is a substance
in the body that responds to allergens
(too much response causes allergic
reactions) but it also relaxes blood
vessels, increasing blood flow to aid

physical recovery.

HEALTHY YOU
LATEST NEWS ] MIND AND BODY ] EXPERT ADVICE
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BEAT THE BUGS
Are you a mosquito magnet every time you go on holiday?
Do your pets bring unwelcome fleas and ticks into the
house? Avoid dousing your body and home with chemical
insect repellents by using the easy DIY tips in Naturally Bug
Free by Stephanie Tourles (Storey, £7.99 ). Aromatherapist
Tourles offers 75 simple recipes for safe repellents, including
sprays, balms and therapeutic oils – for your body, pets
and home – that you can make at your kitchen table, using
naturally sourced ingredients.

Summer headaches getting you down? Don’t reach
for the paracetamol just yet. Researchers at the
University of Oxford have found that people with
an active social life have a greater tolerance for pain.
Katerina Johnson, a doctoral student in the University’s
Department of Experimental Psychology, tested – and
proved – the theory that, because feel-good hormone
endorphin (triggered by positive social interactions) is
also your body’s natural painkiller, a larger network of
friends would also give you a higher pain threshold.
Maybe it’s time to join that running club…

MAKEMOREFRIENDS

HEALTH
notebook

Dr Jean
Emberlin, expert
in aeroallergens
‘The season
is likely to be

more severe this year. Keep
windows and doors closed.
Vacuum your house regularly
and dust with a damp cloth.
The best vacuum cleaners
to use have a HEPA (High-
efficiency Particulate Air)
filter. Avoid cigarette smoke,
and keep pets out of
the house or wash them
frequently. Change clothes
and shower to remove
pollen after being outside.
Shake washing before you
bring it in from the garden
to dislodge any pollen.’

HAYFEVER?
BANITATHOME

GOBANANAS
If you often suffer from
cramps, you could be low
in minerals. Eat a banana
before you work out. The

boost of energy and potassium will help
prevent muscle spasms.

GET A BOOST
Top up your intake
of muscle-relaxants
magnesium and vitamin
B6. Real Mag Legs is a

tailored supplement containing both.
£8.99 for 30; amazon.co.uk.

EASE IT
Soothe sore limbs post
workout with Spa Magik
Organiks Muscle Therapy
Ache Away Muscle Rub,

with eucalyptus to soothe inflamed
muscles. £12.95 for 50ml; shopforspa.com.

3 CURES
FORMUSCLE CRAMPS
Aside from being hydrated, here’s how
to avoid this summer training problem

35%OF BRITS ADMIT TO
MISSING THEIR REGULAR DENTAL
CHECK-UPS, MAKING IT THE MOST
MISSED MEDICAL APPOINTMENT.
YET STUDIES SHOW CLOSE LINKS
BETWEEN ORAL AND GENERAL HEALTH.*
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3680

Available from health stores nationwide.

For further information please visitwww.avogel.co.uk
or call our helpline on 0845 608 5858.

Search ‘Hayfever
Pollen Forecast’

Pollinosan Hayfever tablets
A homeopathic medicinal product used within the homeopathic tradition to relieve the symptoms of hayfever and
other forms of allergic rhinitis. Contains Ammi visnaga 1x, Aralia racemosa 2x, Cardiospermum halicacabum2x,
Larrea mexicana 2x, Luffa operculata 6x, Okoubaka aubrevillei 2x, Galphimia glauca 3x. Always read the leaflet.

Pollinosan Luffa Nasal Spray
A medical device for the relief of hayfever, allergies and allergic rhinitis. Used to clear the nose of pollen, dust and
other allergen particles, restoring the fluid and moisture in the nose making it feel more comfortable.
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W
hen it
comes to
alfresco
music, we
Brits have
great

credentials. Nowadays, we’re spoilt
for choice with summer festivals, and
it’s not just great music on offer, but
a cornucopia of cultural events,
including avant garde dance and
theatre performances, poetry reading
and inspirational talks and debates,
not to mention gourmet food stages
and a treasure trove of workshops
ranging from guerilla archeology to
firewalking and perfume making – and
that’s just at one festival!
With all that’s on offer, it’s no surprise

more and more festival-goers feel
they’re suffering from sensory overload
by the end of the day, which is why
organisers are now providing wellbeing
areas and chill-out zones at their
venues. Popping up by lakes, streams
and in quiet corners of a far-off field,
whenever you’re in need of a bit of
festival downtime, you can relax and
rejuvenate with deep-tissue massages,
wood-fired hot tubs, yoga and
mindfulness practices – and that’s just
for starters. We’ve picked five of this
summer’s best gatherings where you
can stay in touch with your inner Zen.

Stay healthy while you party
with this summer’s most
chilled-out music events

Feel-good
festivals

Name: Green Man,
August 18-21
Location: Brecon
Beacons, Wales

What’s on offer: From its humble
origins as a hippie folk festival, Green
Man Festival has grown into one of
summer’s biggest and most beautiful
annual music events. Nestled deep
in the Welsh countryside against
the stunning backdrop of the Black
Mountains, Green Man has a real
back-to-nature, family vibe while still
offering big music acts (this year
including Laura Marling and James
Blake) plus theatre, film and food.
Tucked away amongst the ancient

Welsh Oaks is the NatureNurture
wellbeing area, where you can try
soul-restoring therapies from dawn till
dusk. Roll out of your tent and into a
morning meditation session; revive with
yoga and Pilates classes or ease your

festival-weary limbs with a massage in
a yurt, from Indian Summer massage.
Or why not enjoy a soak in an outdoor
hot tub while sipping champagne,
courtesy of Bathing Under the Sky’s
wood-fired spa? There are even hot
showers and pamper facilities to ensure
you’re ready to party the night away.
Great for: Finding your inner hippie.
Price: £175 plus booking fee; day
tickets £60.
Find out more: greenman.net
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Name: Noisily, July 7-10
Location: Noseley Hall,
Billesdon, Leicestershire

What’s on offer: With its roots in the
underground electronic music scene –
think Techno, House, Glitch Hop, Break
Beat, Drum’n’Bass, Psy Trance and
Progressive – Noisily doesn’t neglect your
softer, more spiritual side. Four years in the
making, its new Mind, Body & Soul healing
area offers space for stillness and reflection
when you need a break from the music.
Check out onsite spa sanctuary

Massuara Bliss for a range of massages,
treatments and therapies, or book a
session with dance therapist Helene Su,
for guidance on finding insight, clarity and
freedom through movement. There are also
mandala and sound-healing workshops,
lectures on shamanic teaching and free
yoga courses. In short, everything you

need to feel uplifted, rejuvenated and
ready to party again.
Great for: Burnt-out clubbers.
Price: Weekend £135, plus £8.03 booking
fee; campervan £60 (£4.12 booking fee).
Or, become a Noisily ambassador, sell five
tickets and get one free.
Find out more: noisilyfestival.com

Name: Camp Bestival,
July 28-31
Location: Lulworth Castle,
East Lulworth, Dorset

What’s on offer: This year’s outer
space-themed festival has everything from
dance music legends and pop stars to
Kids’ TV royalty – although where the Tudor
costume tent fits in we’re not quite sure!
The new chill zone Slow Motion offers

classes and pamper sessions to soothe
and refuel your mind, body and soul.
Expect a variety of yoga classes, from
Bendy Bugs Kids Yoga for the little ones
to Yoga4Stress and Pilates for desk-bound
mums and dads. There’s also a Zen Den,
a quiet space where you can try breath
meditation with Michael Townsend Williams,
Transcendental Mediation with the David
Lynch Foundation and mindful games with
mindfulness guru Rohan Gunatillake of the
app Mindfulness Everywhere.
If you’re feeling more active but still want

to stay in tune with your inner rhythms,
Nick Michell from Uber Wellbeing will be
taking people on mindful runs around
the lake again, teaching you how to use
your body and breath most efficiently.
Then there’ll be healthy juices, a healthy
food cafe, massage, hot showers and hot
tubs to soothe tired muscles.
Great for: Ex-clubbers and Bestival fans
who now have kids.
Price: Adult weekend ticket, including
camping, £197.50 (kids from £15); car
pass £20; campervan £85.
Find out more: campbestival.net
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Name: Port Elliot,
July 28-31
Location: St Germans
Estate, Saltash, Cornwall

What’s on offer: This boutique festival lets
you share the home and beautiful estate
of Peregrine and Cathy St Germans. More
than a festival in a field, there’s music in the
oldest church in Cornwall, a food and flora
stage in the old servant’s basement, wild

swimming in the estuary and a mellow
literary stage in the walled garden.
The new wellbeing area, Lark’s Haven,

offers a sprinkling of health and wellbeing
therapies, including yoga, meditation,
mindfulness, sound therapy, cacao
ceremonies and upbeat fitness sessions.
Learn how to make gourmet meals with
foraged ingredients and incorporate
health-giving seaweeds into your cooking
and beauty regimes. There’ll also be talks
on massage techniques and making natural
skincare products. To revive aching bodies,
head to pop-up eco spa Kernow Springs
for wood-fired hot tubs, sauna yurt and hot
and cold showers. Also new this year are
wild runs, canoeing, surfing and hill walking.
Great for: Literary types.
Price: Adult day ticket £60 (£4.50 for kids);
Adult weekend from £145 (from £30 for
kids); car pass £10; campervan £60.
Find out more: porteliotfestival.com ■

Name: Wilderness,
August 4-7
Location: Cornbury Park,
Charlbury, Oxfordshire

What’s on offer: Where to begin?! The
first festival to offer forests and feasts, early
morning swims and late-night learning,
alongside music, theatre and dance,
Wilderness celebrates the arts in a private
nature reserve where you have the chance
to meet yourself and the world. And if
there’s any danger of you losing yourself
amid all the revelry, there are plenty of
wellbeing events to get you back on track.
Calm your body and soul on a sensory

journey through the spirit forest or go on a
wild medicine walk. Try drop-in mindfulness
classes, design-your-own meditation
lessons, restorative singing bowl sessions
and rebalancing qi gong. Your body can
feast on healthy treats from Deliciously Ella,
and luxuriate in natural treatments from
Neal’s Yard Remedies at The Sanctuary,
where you can revitalise festival paws with
a refreshing peppermint foot & leg scrub or
try an in-water neck and shoulder massage
in your wood-fired hot tub, courtesy of
Bathing under the Sky. There are sunrise
meditations, healing acupuncture sessions
and at least 12 different types of yoga, from
authentic Himalayan hatha to Acro and
rave yoga. Namaste!
Great for: Yoginis and nature girls.
Price: General and quiet campsites, from
£177; car pass £15. Or luxuriate in a
Gypsy wagon, airstream or beduin tent
for lots more money!
Find out more: wildernessfestival.com

MULTI-TASKING SOAP
Simplify your beauty bag
with Dr Bronner’s Liquid
Soaps. Free from harsh
chemicals, you can use it
to clean your face, body,
hair, clothes and...
your teeth! Chose
from Rose, Citrus,
Peppermint and
more. £1.99,
59ml travel size;
drbronner.co.uk.

PORTABLE SHOWER
We’ve all been there…
waiting for ages for a
shower, only to miss our
favourite act on that far-off
stage. Not any more!
Freshen up down
below in an instant
with Sass intimate
refreshing mist
Refresh Me. £8 for
30ml; boots.com.
Also available as gel.

LOO BREAK
Fed up with queuing hours
for the loo while the guys
nip behind a tree? Now
you can go anywhere!
GoGirl is a new
silicone device that
lets you go to the
loo standing up.
Dispose of after
use or clean
and reuse; £10
go-girl.com.

Festival survival kit



From , Superdrug, supermarkets, chemists,
Holland & Barrett, health stores & www.jointace.com
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Spring all year round...
If you are looking for a daily supplement to give you extra
support from within, Jointace® has been specially formulated
by Vitabiotics’ experts to provide premium nutritional care.
With a unique combination of nutrients, and vitamin C
which contributes to normal collagen formation for the normal
function of bone and cartilage.

Britain’s No.1 Vitamin Company**

*Nielsen GB ScanTrack Total Coverage Value Sales 52 w/e 2nd January 2016.

**Nielsen GB ScanTrack Total Coverage Value Sales 52 w/e 25th April 2015.

FOR AN ACTIVE LIFE



*See all payment terms at the studio or online. **Official Spinning® studio.

OFFICIAL SPINNING® STUDIO

OPENS IN WENDOVER

OPENING WEEK 23RD OF NOVEMBER

catbookerfit

www.catbookerfitness.co.uk

07595 358 565

catbookerfitness

2 Robert Mews, 13 High Street, Wendover, Bucks, HP22 6DU

NATIONAL PRESENTER TEAM & CYCLE COACHES BRING

INDOOR CYCLE TO YOU

◆ Trainers with over 20 years experience in cycling and training clients

◆ Bike induction & Guide To Spinning® for new customers

◆ All skill levels are welcome

◆ Cycle club and off-the bike core training

◆ The latest SPINNER® Blade indoor bikes

◆ Open Studio** Day 10am-2pm Saturday 28th November... Drop-in!

◆ Free branded Spinning® Towel & Bottle on first pass purchase

◆ £70 for 10 classes or Pay As You Train £8*

TIMETABLE AND CLASS BOOKING

AVAILABLE ONLINE NOW!
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It’s not just a problem for
teenage girls – here’s how
to handle a difficult friend

Y
ou might associate
poisonous friendships with
your school days. But it’s
also possible to become

entangled in one of these negative
relationships in adulthood, says Emma
Gleadhill, the educational speaker and
trainer who recently led workshops at
Wimbledon High School to educate
pupils on how to deal with Mean Girls
movie-style scenarios. The workplace
may be a particular hotbed for toxicity – as
with school, you’re pushed together with
people on a daily basis, making it harder to
escape a relationship that turns sour. But a
toxic friendship can happen in any setting.

This month, we look at
The Single Trap by Andrew
G. Marshall (Bloomsbury, £7.99).
In a nutshell: If you’ve been single
in the long term (and according to
relationship therapist Marshall,

that means anything over six
months), this book is a must. It
explains why there’s currently an
epidemic of single people – the
facts can be reassuring if you’re
worrying it’s just you – and

explains how to escape the trap.
A nugget: ‘How a relationship
starts is generally how it will
continue. This is why it’s
important to be relaxed and
open when you meet.’

psychology
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HOW TO IDENTIFY A
TOXIC FRIENDSHIP
It can be hard to know you’re involved with
a poisonous pal. Often, the undermining
is quite subtle and might be disguised as
light-hearted banter or even advice. Key
signs can include that you often feel bad
about yourself after spending time with this
friend; you feel powerless to protest about
her behaviour; she puts you down but
claims she’s just joking; her criticisms
are dressed up as well-meaning advice.
It’s important to deal with this kind

of behaviour. If you let it go on, your
confidence can be gradually eroded
– leaving you at risk of falling into similar
negative relationships (either friendships or
romantic partnerships) in the future. ‘While
it can be a painful experience, tackling it
can teach you important lessons about
managing difficult people, and it can

ultimately build your self-esteem,’
says Gleadhill.

1. GET IN TOUCH WITH
YOUR FEELINGS
Pay attention to how the friendship makes
you feel. Hone in on specific examples of
the friend’s behaviour that have affected
your confidence. Remember that a
friendship should be positive and nurturing.
While any relationship can have its blips
and misunderstandings, consistent
put-downs and negative comments
need to be addressed.

2. TALK TO HER
As an adult, it can be easier than it was as
a teen to walk away from a bad friendship.
But, says Gleadhill, simply distancing
yourself can be a missed opportunity. ‘Give
the friend one or two examples of things
she’s said or done, and how they’ve made
you feel,’ she says. Avoid giving a long
list or she may get defensive. Explain that
the friendship won’t work if she carries on
acting in that way. Give her a chance to
change. If you don’t, the friend won’t learn
any lessons and is likely to behave like
this in future relationships she has.

3. MONITOR THE CHANGES
Poisonous pals often behave the way they
do because they’re insecure or because
they find it hard to tolerate not getting their
way, says Gleadhill. As these feelings can
be deeply ingrained, it may be hard for
them to change their behaviour. Decide in
advance how many chances you’re going
to give. You might decide to pull her up on
her behaviour one or two more times after
your initial discussion. Hopefully, this will be
enough to change your relationship. But if
not, it’s time to protect yourself. Simply
spend more time with other people and
stop initiating contact with her. If the
relationship is in the workplace, don’t
socialise with the toxic friend and make
your relationship strictly professional.

4. WORK ON YOUR CONFIDENCE
It’s likely your toxic friendship will have
chipped away at your self-esteem. Spend
time with friends who make you feel good,
and try doing positive things that will
introduce you to new people – think
running clubs, dance classes and creative
writing retreats. This way, friendships are
formed around activities you both enjoy,
rather than on emotional dynamics.

Each issue, we bring you the best advice from the self-help classics
QSHELF HELPQ

TACKLE A

TOXIC
FRIENDSHIP



Each tablet contains 17 active
ingredients to help support your skin’s
natural defences from within.

Use between GOLD COLLAGEN® liquid
beauty supplement treatments, while
you travel, or on its own for protected,
healthy skin, hair and nails.

Your beauty’s
first line of
DEFENCE

let’s feel good

Each tablet contains 17 active 
ingredients to help support your skin’s 
natural defences from within.

Use between 
beauty supplement treatments, while 
you travel, or on its own for protected, 
healthy skin, hair and nails.

Now double points
Shop online at boots.com

Offer valid until 21/06/2016 on GOLD COLLAGEN DEFENCE at selected Boots stores and boots.com.
*Contains vitamin C, which contributes to normal collagen formation for the normal function of cartilage and skin, and vitamin E, which contributes to the protection of cells from oxidative stress.

**Contains selenium, which contributes to the maintenance of normal hair and nails and to the protection of cells from oxidative stress, and copper, which contributes to the maintenance of
normal skin and hair pigmentation and to the protection of cells from oxidative stress, and zinc, which contributes to the maintenance of normal skin, hair and nails and to the metabolism of

VitaminA, and biotin, which contributes to the maintenance of normal skin and hair.

Protects against collagen loss*+
+ Fights environmental damage*

+ Promotes healthy skin, hair & nails**

FIND OUT MORE AT
WWW.GOLD-COLLAGEN.COM/DEFENCE
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beauty news

of the best…
HAIR-SMOOTHING

CREAMS

CELEBRITY
FAVOURITE

‘I was brought up with
Pommade Divine. Now
I use it on my daughter.
A fantastic product
that I always have in

the house.’
Sienna Miller, actress
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EXPERT TIP
Summer is theperfect time togive yourhairabreak

fromblow-drying, ironsand tongs.Embrace
ponytails, plaits, twists andmessybuns.

PHIL SMITH, CELEBRITYHAIR STYLISTANDCREATOROF
PHIL SMITHBEGORGEOUS; PHILSMITHHAIR.COM

O&M STYLE GURU
£20 for 150ml; spacenk.com
Powered by native Australian plant
oils to add softness, shine and
manageability – the secret to
avoiding dry hair this summer.

TRESEMMÉ GET SLEEK
SMOOTH & TAME CREAM
£5.49 for 125ml; superdrug.com
Calm unruly hair and keep
summer frizz at bay with this
new high street hero inspired
by the catwalks.

TAYA INNER CORE ANTI-
BREAKAGE CRÈME
£26 for 118ml; qvcuk.com
Brazilian black clay and natural
bamboo fibres help strengthen
weak or damaged hair without
weighing it down.

Health&Fitness47

Pommade Divine,
£19.80 for 50ml;
pommadedivine.com

NEXT-GENERATION
SUNSCREENS

Sunscreens have just got smarter. No
longer just a thick, white cream to block
out the sun, these products offer more.
Zelens Body Defence Sunscreen SPF30
(£55 for 50ml, zelens.com) is an SPF-
infused oil with antioxidants from 12
different plants that can be worn under
make-up and offers water-resistant
protection. For on-the-go touch-ups,
try Fresh Sugar Sport Treatment
SPF30 (£20 for 6g; fresh.com) – a
pocket-sized balm for lips and face
with sugar to lock in moisture.
Murad Invisiblur Perfecting
Shield SPF30 (£55 for
30ml, murad.co.uk)
cleverly blurs fine lines
and boosts collagen
production too.

NOTEBOOK
Beauty

Look your best with the latest products
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BEAUTY BAG
Look good and feel amazing with this month’s hottest products
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1. Chantecaille Mermaid Eye
Color, £28; chantecaille.com
Wear the ultra-creamy formula
wet or dry as an eye shadow
or eye liner. It’s infused with
anti-ageing silk tree extract.

2. Elemis Smart Cleanse
Micellar water
£24.00 for 200ml
Micelles (lipid molecules)
attract dirt, grime and oil,
drawing out impurities without
drying out your skin. This
product contains English rose

and chamomile to soften
and repair your skin.

3. Delilah Colour Intense
Cream Lipstick in Tango
£24; delilahcosmetics.com
The perfect pop of summer
colour, this is long-wearing,
paraben free and enriched
with vitamin E to keep your
lips moisturised.

4. Bee Good NectaPerfecta
Beautifying Mask, £39.95
for 100ml; beegood.co.uk.

Treat sun-parched skin
with this rich natural cream.
Ingredients include natural
alpha hydroxy acids, plant
waxes, British plant oils,
propolis and wildflower honey.

5. Yoso Pro
£149.99; feelunique.com
Need a deep cleanse? This
little machine can help. Attach
a cotton wool pad to its head,
add your cleanser and hold
the machine to your face
to start it.

6. This Works Energy
Bank Hand Makeover
£25 for 75ml; thisworks.com.
The aromatherapeutic scent in
this hard-working hand cream
perks you up while pepha-
tight, glycofilm and amino
acids rejuvenate your skin.

7. Colab Active Dry
Shampoo, £3.99 for 200ml;
superdrug.com
Perfect for workout days, this
product protects your hair from
UV and absorbs moisture.



www.skinade.com

beautiful skin
from the inside

skincare innovation in a drink
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Kirsty Gallacher’s training regime has undergone a dramatic overhaul.
Here she reveals the reasons why she’s getting her fittest at 40

WORDS: Joanna Ebsworth

I
f there’s one thing
Kirsty Gallacher
loves in order to
keep herself
mentally and
physically fighting
fit, it’s a new
challenge. As if
juggling a busy
TV presenting

career with looking after her two
children, Oscar, seven, and Jude,
six, wasn’t enough (when we chat,
she’s just returned from a nine-
day trip covering the US Golf
Masters for Sky Sports and is
still a little jet-lagged), the self-
professed ‘single working mum’
has now taken on her biggest test
to date, the IRONMAN 70.3 race
on June 12 in Staffordshire,
consisting of a 1.2-mile swim, a
56-mile bike ride and a 13.1-mile
run. And having never done any
kind of long-distance race before,
she’s given herself just seven
weeks to prepare for it. How on
earth did she get herself into this
daunting situation? Well, could
you say ‘no’ to Gordon Ramsay?

How I got my
BEST BODY
EVER!

THE LONG HAUL
‘I’ve known Gordon for years, working with
him on Soccer Aid,’ explains Gallacher. ‘He
just called me up and asked if I fancied
being a part of his and his wife Tana’s
GTR100 team, which is raising funds for
Great Ormond Street Hospital (GOSH), and
I said, “Absolutely!” I’ve been an
ambassador for GOSH for years, so for
me it was a no-brainer.’ Fair enough, but
if taking part in a long-distance race for
charity was a ‘no brainer’, why has she
never entered one before?
‘I’ve always wanted to, but I thought my

body, muscle type and physical capabilities
wouldn’t be suited to a marathon,’ says
Gallacher. ‘I’m more of a sprinter, a
power girl, and my training has always
complemented my speed and strength.
Long-distance training is a completely
different beast to what I’m used to. But,
while I’m nervous about it, I’m also excited
to be doing something that will really push
me. I’ve been getting back into swimming,
I’ve always enjoyed cycling, and the run
– well, let’s just say that 13 miles is a lot
easier to do than 26!’
Building up her endurance for the event

is Gallacher’s main concern and priority. In
recent years, she’s been working with
top personal trainer Josh Salzmann
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(joshsalzmann.
co.uk) to sculpt

her incredible
physique with thrice-

weekly, 60-minute training
sessions combining resistance

work, Pilates and short, sharp bursts of
sprinting. But all that’s set to change.

DOUBLING UP
‘I’ll continue to work with Josh,
developing my cardio with circuit
training, but I’ll also be working with
triathlon coach, Will Usher (precision-
coaching.co.uk), who has devised
a training plan to help build my
endurance,’ she says. ‘It will mean
doubling my training, and working out at
the weekends when I normally rest and
spend time with my boys, but I’ve just
got to get on with it. It will be hard fitting it
in around work – I’ll still be presenting my
Sky Sports News slot between 4 and 7pm,
four days a week – but it’s all good fun and

only for a short time. It’s about prioritising.’
With such a dramatic change to her

training regime, does Gallacher envisage
her body will change much? ‘Yes,
it will,’ she replies, sounding none
too pleased about the prospect. ‘I
have a very fast metabolic rate and
can lose weight extremely quickly,
especially if I’m training a lot,
working and running around after
the kids. But I will try to make sure
this doesn’t happen by eating
more. I’m a healthy eater and
don’t cut any food groups out of

my diet, but I will be taking more protein
on board after training sessions to maintain
my muscle, using Elite Whey Isolate Protein
Powder (£25.99 for 1kg; smartprotein.co.
uk) as recommended by Will – I don’t want
to get to the race looking like a skinny thing!’

DIVING IN
Although her time to prepare for the
triathlon is short, it appears Gallacher has
got everything under control. But building
her endurance aside, is there any part of
the event she’s particularly concerned
about? ‘I’m not worried about the running
or cycling – I’ll just increase the distances
I’m able to run and cycle gradually
over time. But while I’ve been focusing on
gym work for so many years, my swimming
is a bit rusty,’ she explains. ‘I’ve always
loved swimming, so it’s been great to get
back in the pool. It’s a fantastic form of
exercise; it’s great for fitness, burning
calories and toning up; it’s great for
rehabilitation if you’ve had an injury
because the water supports you, but still
offers resistance; it’s great for fun, and
even relaxation. I needed to get back into
swimming for the triathlon, but I’m glad I
had the incentive, as it’s also been really
enjoyable reintroducing swimming
into my existing training and lifestyle.’
So delighted has Gallacher been

to have swimming back in her life,
she’s even teamed up with Speedo to
spearhead its new Dive In campaign
(speedo.co.uk/dive-in), an initiative
designed to encourage adults to get back
into swimming and improve their strokes,
with 10,000 free, 60-minute swim fitness

I’VE ALWAYS
LOVED

SWIMMING, SO
IT’S GREAT TO
BE BACK IN
THE POOL
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Speedo Pinnacle
swimsuit, £52;
speedostore.co.uk

‘MY MUST-HAVES’

Benefit Hoola Ultra
Plush, £14.50 for 15ml;
benefitcostmetics.com

Aurelia Cell Repair
Night Oil, £55 for 50ml;
aureliaskincare.com

Rescue
Remedy
Spray,
£10.29
for 20ml;
boots.com

dash from the
changing room to
the pool. But,
instead, you should
focus on your goals,
knowing that you’re
doing something
good for your body.
The more you swim,
the more you look

and feel better for it. That’s what fitness
and sport is all about. If you put the effort
in, you get the rewards out.’

GO FOR IT
Having a good swimsuit that supports
you and gives your body structure can
also help confidence, she adds. ‘I
bought a new costume the other
day and I feel great in it. It sucks
me right in! No, I’m joking…
actually, I’m not!’ she says,
bursting into laughter. And
what about those women who
avoid swimming for fear it might
damage their hair or dry their skin? ‘At
the end of the day, sport and exercise
are quite gritty, so you have to be

gritty,’ she says. ‘I mean, my feet
are disgusting from training

and running and my
stint on Strictly

Come Dancing, but that won’t
stop me working out. I’m more
interested in feeling great and
having the energy to do all the
things I want in life. You can’t
worry about getting sweaty or
messing up your hair or you’d
never do anything. As long
as I wash my hair and
moisturise afterwards, I’m
not worried.’
You can’t knock

Gallacher’s determination
not to let distractions get in
the way of what she wants
to achieve. Which brings
us to our final question
before she heads off
for a training session
with Usher: given
the fact she strikes
us as a competitive
soul, will she be
setting any time goals

for the IRONMAN 70.3?
‘Absolutely not! I just want to
complete it!’ she says with
hearty enthusiasm. ‘This is a
big thing for me. I want to do
it for lots of people, and for
charity. It’s not a selfish thing. As
long as I finish it, that will be the
greatest achievement for me.’

sessions led by swim coaches on offer.
It follows research that found two-thirds
of swimmers are unable to swim front
crawl for more than four lengths, and
one-in-three adults aren’t confident in
the water.
‘It’s all about helping people fall in love

with swimming again,’ says Gallacher.
‘Most of us learn the basics at a young
age, but lose our abilities and confidence
as we get older. I really identify with that,
and hope I can encourage people to take
advantage of the Speedo training sessions,
so they can enjoy swimming again.’

NEW SKILLS
Gallacher had a swim session with Dive In
coach Keeley Bullock, and picked up lots
of tips that helped towards her triathlon
training, making changes to her breast
stroke (she was apparently going too wide
and is now practising shorter, smaller,
rounder strokes) and front crawl (due to an
old rotator cuff injury in her right shoulder,
Gallacher was breathing to her left rather
than alternating breaths) to make her more
efficient and faster. ‘My breathing wasn’t
something I was expecting
to work on, but you know,
I’m 40, so I’d forgotten
some of the techniques
I learned as a child,’ she
justifies. ‘Keeley says it’s
not the end of the world if
I don’t master it, but I’d like
to improve on it so I can
have more balance and
speed in the water.’
It’s clear Gallacher is relishing the

opportunity to use her fitness regime to
learn new skills, rather than simply working
out to feel great and look good – which, of
course, is no bad thing given the amazing
shape she’s in. ‘I feel in the best shape of
my life,’ she agrees. ‘I’ve worked hard in
the past year and it’s taken regular training
and eating well and, yes, I think at this age,
I feel better than I’ve ever felt about my
body.’ Given the condition her fantastic
figure is in right now, it’s easy to imagine
Gallacher never has to worry about pulling
on her bathing suit and flashing the flesh
around the pool. So does she have any
advice for women who might not have
her level of body confidence when
getting in the water?
‘I think the most important thing to

remember, is that whether you’re
overweight or healthy, we’re all in
the same boat,’ she says. ‘We
can all feel self-conscious and

‘MY MUST-HAVES’

Aurelia Cell Repair 
Night Oil, £55 for 50ml; 
aureliaskincare.com

Rescue 
Remedy 
Spray, 
£10.29 
for 20ml; 
boots.com

FOCUS ON
YOUR GOALS
AND KNOW

THAT YOU’RE
DOING YOUR
BODY GOOD
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SWIM ONE
WU 200M CHOICE;
4 X 50M FC/REST 20 SECS;
400M FC AS 16 X 25M/REST 5 SECS;
4 X 100M CHOICE/REST 45 SECS;
100M SCD
TOTAL DISTANCE 1,300M

WU 200M CHOICE;
4 X 50M FC/REST 20 SECS;
400M FC AS 16 X 25M/REST 5 SECS;
2 X 200M CHOICE/REST 60 SECS;
4 X 100M FC/REST 45 SECS;
100M SCD
TOTAL DISTANCE 1,700M

WU 200M CHOICE;
4 X 50M FC/REST 20 SECS;
400M FC AS 16 X 25M/REST 5 SECS;
2 X 200M CHOICE/REST 60 SECS;
4 X 100M FC/REST 45 SECS;
100M SCD
TOTAL DISTANCE 1,700M

WU 200M CHOICE;
4 X 50M FC/REST 20 SECS;
500M FC AS 20 X 25M/REST 5 SECS;
3 X 200M CHOICE/REST 60 SECS;
4 X 100M FC/REST 45 SECS;
100M SCD
TOTAL DISTANCE 2,000M

WU 400M CHOICE;
4 X 50M H FC/REST 20 SECS;
1,500M TT – TAKE YOUR SPLIT TIMES AT
400M AND 800M. THIS WILL HELP IN
FUTURE TESTS TO DETERMINE PACING
AND PROGRESS;
200M SCD
TOTAL DISTANCE 2,300M

WU 300M CHOICE;
4 X 50M FC/REST 20 SECS;
600M FC AS 12 X 50M/REST 5 SECS;
2 MINS REST;
3 X 300M CHOICE/ REST 90 SECS;
4 X 100M FC/REST 45 SECS;
100M SCD
TOTAL DISTANCE 2,500M

SWIM TWO
WU 200M CHOICE;
4 X 50M FC/REST 20 SECS;
400M FC AS 16 X 25M/REST 5 SECS;
4 X 100M CHOICE/REST 45 SECS;
100M SCD
TOTAL DISTANCE 1,300M

WU 200M CHOICE;
4 X 50M FC/REST 20 SECS;
400M FC AS 16 X 25M/REST 5 SECS;
2 X 200M CHOICE/REST 60 SECS;
4 X 100M FC/REST 45 SECS;
100M SCD
TOTAL DISTANCE 1,700M

WU 200M CHOICE;
2 X MAX DISTANCE 15 MINS FC/REST 5 MINS
– AIM TO STAY RELAXED, YOU’RE NOT TRYING TO
BREAK ANY RECORDS. SWIM AS CONSISTENTLY
AS POSSIBLE.
RECORD YOUR DISTANCES;
100M SCD
TOTAL DISTANCE UNSPECIFIED

WU 300M CHOICE;
2 X MAX DISTANCE 15-MIN FC SWIM/REST 5
MINS – THIS WEEK AIM TO SWIM FURTHER
ON THE SECOND SET.
RECORD YOUR DISTANCES;
100M SCD.
TOTAL DISTANCE UNSPECIFIED

WU 400M CHOICE;
4 X 50M H FC/REST 20 SECS;
750M TT – TAKE YOUR SPLIT TIMES AT
200M AND 400M;
350M SCD
TOTAL DISTANCE 1,700M

WU 300M CHOICE;
1 X MAX DISTANCE 20 MINS CONSTANT
SWIMMING – MAKE A MENTAL NOTE OF
YOUR DISTANCE AT 10 MINS;
4 MINS REST ACTIVE;
2 X MAX DISTANCE 10-MIN SWIM/REST 5 MINS
– AIM TO BEAT YOUR HALFWAY 10-MIN TIME
FROM YOUR 20 MINS CONSTANT SWIMMING;
4 MINS ACTIVE REST;
100M SCD
TOTAL DISTANCE UNSPECIFIED

KIRSTY’S TRAINING PLAN
Want to build your swimming endurance like Kirsty? Try this beginner’s plan devised

by head coach at Precision Training and Speedo Dive in coach, Will Usher

SWIM TIPS

Boost your front crawl stroke in and out
of the water with these top tips from
Speedo Dive In Coach Will Usher.

k
Do Russian twists
‘Holding a resistance band tied to a
door handle in both hands, stand
sideways to it and pull through to

180o before returning to the start. Do
two sets of 12-15 controlled reps,
before repeating on the other side.
This works your rotational core

muscles which are key for swimming
the front crawl – on average you’ll
do one stroke per metre, so over
1,900m, you’ll do 950 strokes per

side (950 rotations).’

k
Focus on breathing
‘Your natural reaction is to hold your
breath under water, but during the
front crawl, you should be inhaling
when your head is out of the water
and exhaling when it’s under, so you
swim efficiently, in a straight line and
avoid struggling for air. First, face

the water in the shower and breathe
in and out. Progress to floating

face-down in the water, lifting your
head to alternate sides to inhale,
then breathing out under water.
Then apply this to your swims.’

k
Use a pull-buoy
‘While swimmers have extremely

flexible ankles that act as flippers to
propel them forwards, runners and
gym bunnies can often have fixed
ankles – which can not only cause
a drag so you swim slowly, but can
even send you backwards! If you do
have fixed ankles, you’ll often find
your legs sink in the water. Combat
this by placing a pull buoy training
aid between your thighs to increase
buoyancy, take the pressure off your

legs and let you use your arms
properly without having to think
about the rest of your body.’ n

For more on how to improve
your front crawl, sign up

at speedo.co.uk/dive-in for
a free swim session.

WU WARM UP; SCD SWIMMING COOL DOWN;
CHOICE CHOICE OF STROKE; FC FRONT CRAWL; H HARD EFFORT;

TT TIME TRIAL – TEST YOURSELF OVER A GIVEN TIME OR DISTANCE;
ACTIVE REST KEEP MOVING GENTLY TO AID RECOVERY
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Lazy days, balmy nights, sun-kissed skin...
bring on summer! Get ready to glow this
season with our ultimate guide to looking
scorching hot while staying super cool

LIFE’S
A BEACH!

13
PAGES
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Look your sizzling best with our
guide to the latest hair, make-up

and skincare solutions
WORDS: Yanar Alkayat

W
armer days and
balmy nights are
(we hope!) upon
us, which can only
mean one thing –
shorter hemlines,
sandals and more

skin on show. Whatever shape you’re
in, embrace the spirit of summer with
confidence by investing in a quick
bit of expert prep. From glossy legs,
shimmering make-up and effortless
hair to buffed feet and shape-flattering
beachwear, here’s your guide to
looking gorgeous this season.

summer
beauty

8 WAYS
TO BE A
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1BE COOL,
LOOK HOT
Summer make-up should be multi-

purpose, convenient and fuss-free, while
also being sweat-proof, smudge-proof and
low-maintenance. Try these products to
enhance your natural beauty in seconds.

(A) Nudestix Lip and Cheek Pencil,
£24 for 1.4g; spacenk.co.uk
More than just a crayon, this is a liner, lip tint
and cheek cream in one. It’s enriched with
vitamins and moisturisers and has a creamy
base for smooth application, plus four-hour
lasting colour. A handbag essential.

(B) Urban Decay Afterglow 8-Hour Powder
Highlighter, £19 for 6.8g; urbandecay.co.uk
Create beautiful accents of light on brow
bones, corners of eyes and tops of cheeks
with this new super-soft highlighting pressed
powder, which will last day to night.

(C) Make Up Forever
Aqua XL Eye Pencil,
£15 for 1g;
debenhams.com
For colour that clings on
all night and won’t budge
even in water, try these
pencils. The shade range
is impressive too, with
summery aqua blues
and marines.

2 HOLIDAY
HAIR
HEROES

Hydration is vital when it comes to
healthy summer locks, so bolster its
condition and build strength by using
nourishing shampoos, rich masks and
smoothing creams.

(A) Phyto Phytoelixir Intense
Nutrition Mask, £36 for 200ml;
lookfantastic.com
Slick hair back when you’re on the
beach with this mask and its narcissus
flower wax and macadamia oil will
protect and moisturise. Or use it
on post-holiday hair for some intensive
rehab when you return.

(B) Green People Quinoa
& Artichoke Shampoo,
£14.95 for 200ml;

greenpeople.co.uk
The artichoke leaf extract
in this shampoo acts as a protective
shield, while quinoa adds softness.
Perfect after a day in the sun, as
marshmallow and chamomile provide a
natural soothing action to sun-damaged
hair and scalp.

(C) Philip Kingsley PK Prep
Discovery Collection,
£21 for three; philipkingsley.co.uk
No hours spent in the sun should
be without detangling, frizz-fighting,
UV protective products, which is
why you need this mini set, featuring
a Perfecting Spray (50ml), Plumping
Cream (20ml) and lightweight
Polishing Balm (20ml), all packed
with antioxidants, vitamin A and
pro-vitamin B5.

THE

Bikini
SPECIAL
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3 STEP OUT
There’s no excuse
for hiding feet during
sandal season, so get

your tootsies ready now.

SCRUB! Exfoliate
your feet once or
twice a week to help
remove layers of
unwanted dead skin
cells. We love Weleda
Birch Body Scrub
(£9.95 for 150ml;
weleda.co.uk) with
natural wax beads
that invigorate and
perk up tired skin.

SOFTEN! Cracked heels can be
more of an issue for women.
‘Pressure on the heel can build up,
especially as the heel fat pad starts
to break down with age,’ says
Michael Ratcliffe, podiatrist at
Carnation Footcare. ‘Use creams
with a high urea content twice a day
to soften hard skin, reduce water
loss and protect the skin’s barrier.’

PAINT! Give your toes a colour
makeover with new generation
polish. Try Sally
Hansen Miracle Gel
Duo Pack (£14.99 for
0.5fl oz; boots.com),
right, which promises
a longer-lasting
polish, without the
need for light to set.
Or splash out on
create-your-own nail
colour with Palette
London Bespoke
Nail Paint, pictured
below. Just send a picture or fabric
swatch for an exact colour match
(£75 for two colours and a top coat;
palettelondon.com).

4 SAVE FACE

Summer skin needs more
than a slathering of SPF to

keep it protected. To boost skin protection
and prevent further free-radical damage,
supplement skin with antioxidant
protection before and after sun exposure,
advises advanced skincare expert,
Debbie Thomas (debbiethomas.co.uk).

(A) Exuviance Vespera Bionic Serum,
£52 for 30ml; facethefuture.co.uk
This high-tech serum clinically proven
to soften signs of ageing within six weeks,
contains brightening AHA and PHA acids
and marine botanicals to smooth stressed
summer skin.

(B) Herbfarmacy Rose and Mallow
Facial Oil, £24.50 for 25ml;
herbfarmacy.com

A luxurious oil packed with
damask rose, marshmallow,
calendula, evening
primrose, rosehip and
hempseed oils, for dry or
mature skins. It’s the perfect
nourishing antidote to
sun-exposed complexions.

(C) Oskia Renaissance Bright Light
Serum, £85 for 30ml;
oskiaskincare.com
Formulated after Oskia founder, Georgie
Cleeve, suffered from pigmentation
condition melasma, this concentrated
solution delivers brightening actives from
Swiss cress, arbutin, glutathione and
vitamins C and E, for reduced pigmentation
and a more balanced skin tone.

C

A

B
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5 GLOW GIRL
Want sexy summer skin?
Follow these five steps
to fabulousness.

(A) Voya Exfoliating Body Brush,
£17; voya.ie
Didn’t start body brushing in spring? It’s
not too late to reap the benefits now. You’ll
clear away dead skin cells, wake up skin
and stimulate blood flow. Be prepared to
be amazed by the results when you use
this organic bristle brush, which comes
with an organic cotton pouch.

(B) SBC Body Sculpt Intensive Body
Gel, £40 for 250ml; sbcgels.co.uk
That intensive warming sensation on your
skin is a sure sign something is working. A
mix of green and red algae, eucalyptus and
menthol in this gel stimulates circulation for
a tightening, toning effect. Use twice a day
for four weeks for best results.

(C) Lavera Organic Self-Tanning Lotion,
£13.50 for 150ml; pravera.co.uk
If you’re after a sunless tan, this product
will enhance the appearance of your skin
within five hours without chemical overload.

SLIM HIPS,
SMALL BUST
Roxy Polynesia
Mix Multi, £30, with
Polynesia Knotted
Surfer Multi (A),
£30; roxy.com

CURVY HIPS,
LARGER BUST
Heidi Klum Swim
Kiss by the Sea
Onepiece (B), £115;
johnlewis.com

WATERSPORTS
Sweaty Betty
Drift Wetsuit one
piece (C), £110;
sweatybetty.com

TRAINING
Sweaty Betty
Competition
Swimsuit (D), £70
sweatybetty.com

6 STOP THE SNEEZE
According to a survey by A.Vogel herbal remedies, one in four people can’t play outdoor
sports due to hay fever symptoms. If sneezing, itchy eyes or a runny nose play havoc
with your summer, try A.Vogel Pollinosan Luffa Nasal Spray. It cleanses your nasal

passages of pollen and other allergens with natural herbs. Nutritional therapist Alison Cullen
also suggests adding fresh ginger to your diet. ‘It acts as a natural decongestant by calming
inflammation,’ she says. £7.99 for 20ml; avogel.co.uk.

8 CLEANSE
& GO
Meet your space
saver and swap your

at-home facial cleansing gadget
for Foreo Luna Play, a mini
version of its award-winning
sonic cleansing device. Pulsation
technology removes 99.5 per cent
of dirt and oil, and the silicone is
waterproof and hygienic. Cute,
clever and travel-friendly. £29;
foreo.com. n

Macadamia oil, shea butter and
sunflower seed oil combine to leave
a silky soft touch.

(D) This Works Perfect Legs Sculpt &
Shine, £28 for 60ml; thisworks.com
This innovative roll-on is a fast-track way to
polish your pins. Simply roll on to illuminate
shins or even arms and décolletage. The
mineral powders highlight, while hyaluronic
acid hydrates and algae extract tightens.

(E) Espa Naturally Radiant
Gradual Tan Face
Serum, £24 for 15ml;
harveynichols.com
Give your skin a
summery glow with
this 99 per cent
natural formula
infused with neroli,
sweet orange and
rose essential
oils. Mix with
your daily
serum or
moisturiser or
apply on top.

7FLATTER YOURSELF
Transform your body confidence on the beach
or poolside by choosing the best swimwear for

your shape. Here are some of this season’s flattering
choices to get you started.
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Want skin that’s healthy and youthful, but still
think you look better with a tan? Need to get
your vitamin D but don’t want to risk burning?
Feel depressed without sunshine but wrinkly
with it? Completely confused about suncare?

Then read on… says Hannah Ebelthite

I
f there was a prize for the most
confusing topic in the health and
beauty world, sun safety would
surely take the (golden) crown.
These days, we all know sun
exposure can cause burning, skin
cancer and ageing. The Government

has even published advice stating that there’s
no healthy way to get a tan. And yet…

Rates of malignant melanoma, the deadly
form of skin cancer, continue to increase.
Over the past 30 years, they’ve risen faster
than any of the other 10 most common
cancers. At least 100,000 new cases are
diagnosed each year, resulting in 2,500
deaths. Shops continue to sell so-called
sun protection with an SPF lower than
15 (the minimum suggested for safe
protection). And most towns, incredibly,
still have at least one sunbed salon. There’s
clearly a lot of confusion – or defiance
– when it comes to the sun.
And it’s not surprising, when we hear

that sunlight is essential for producing
vitamin D – a nutrient most of us are low
on. Besides, we all know how good even

the sun!
HERE COMES
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a little bit of sunshine makes us feel.
So how do you get the balance right?
We asked the experts…

Q. ‘IS THE SUN EVER
GOOD FOR ME?’
‘Absolutely – sunlight is vital to human
survival,’ says consultant dermatologist
Dr Nick Lowe (drnicklowe.com). ‘There
are also some skin conditions that are
improved by sunlight,’ he continues.
‘Psoriasis, eczema and acne all respond
well to some exposure.’
Visible sunlight is also vital for mood and,

for some people, a lack of it can cause
seasonal affective disorder, a depressive
condition. ‘There’s good data to show
sunlight stimulates proteins in the skin
that cause euphoria,’ says consultant

dermatologist Dr Sandeep Cliff
(cliff-dermatologist.co.uk). ‘It genuinely
gives you a boost.’
Then there’s the question of vitamin

D. This vitamin is essential for bone
health, and helps reduce your risk of
rickets, osteomalacia and osteoporosis.
It’s also linked to immune function and
heart health. And while you get small
amounts from food (oily fish, eggs, fortified
cereals), 90 per cent is synthesised in the
body after exposure to sunlight.
The trouble is, we all know the sun has

detrimental effects, too. Its UV radiation
causes sunburn in the short term, and skin
cancer in the longer term. ‘Conditions such
as rosacea, thread veins, prickly heat,
polymorphic light eruption (PLE), which
causes blisters and itching and, of course,
ageing (brown spots, pigmentation,
wrinkles and sagging) are all made worse
by the sun,’ says Dr Lowe.

Q. ‘CAN I SUNBATHE?’
The NHS states there’s no safe way to get
a tan. ‘Any colour change to your skin is
a sign of damage,’ says Dr Cliff. ‘Freckles
and tanning are your skin producing the
pigment melanin, in an effort to protect
itself. Redness is burning. The best way
to reap the feel-good and vitamin D
benefits of the sun are to expose your
arms, chest and face, for about 20 minutes
in the morning and late afternoon. The rest
of the time wear protection – and stock
up on fake tan.
‘The trouble is, because we have limited

hot summers in the UK, the moment the
sun appears, we instantly strip off and bask
in it,’ says Dr Cliff. ‘We don’t build up our
exposure gradually, starting with a high
SPF and slowly reducing it because we’re
worried we might not see the sun again.’
The Scottish government states that

10-15 minutes of sun exposure is safe
without protection, although it may not
be enough for vitamin D synthesis, but
the Department of Health has issued no
specific guidelines for those in England
and Wales. It does recommend a 10mcg
vitamin D supplement daily if you are at
risk of deficiency. Dr Carrie Ruxton,
dietician and spokesperson for the Health
Supplements Information Service (HSIS)
believes this isn’t enough. ‘Average dietary
intakes are only 2-3mcg daily,’ she says. ‘A
fifth of all people over the age of 11 in the
UK are clinically deficient in vitamin D, while
up to half aren’t getting the optimal amount
for good health.’ She recommends taking
25mcg vitamin D a day to ensure optimum
levels. ‘This is more than you get in most

multivitamin and mineral formulations, so
I’d suggest taking a separate supplement,’
she says. ‘It won’t do any harm if you then
also top up with some sunlight and dietary
vitamin D. The safe upper limit is 100mcg,
so you’d still be a long way off that.’

Q. ‘AM I MORE AT
RISK IF I EXERCISE
OUTDOORS?’
Much of the sun exposure you’ll experience
over your lifetime will be incidental: walking
to the office, driving, playing sports.
‘Outdoor exercise obviously increases your
exposure, and sweating can make sun-
protection tricky and uncomfortable,’ says
Dr Cliff. ‘Sweat and suncream mix together
and run into your eyes or evaporate off.
But it’s still important to protect yourself.
Choose one of the non-greasy sports
formulations and reapply if possible during
your workout if you’re sweating a lot – spray
products are useful for this. Wear a hat or
visor with a wide peak to keep rays off your
face. During high summer, it’s best to get
up early or exercise in the evenings – keep
out of the sun between 10am and 3pm.’

Q. ‘WHAT SPF DO I
NEED TO PROTECT
MYSELF PROPERLY?’
Look for a minimum SPF of 15 with the
UVA circle logo and UVA star rating of four.
‘An SPF of 15 protects against 93 per cent
of UVB rays, while SPF30 offers 97 per
cent protection and SPF50 98 per cent,’
says dermatologist Dr Stefanie Williams
at private specialist skin clinic European
Dermatology London (eudelo.com). ‘So
the higher SPF you choose, the better
protection you’ll have against burning.’
For year-round, daily protection, Dr Lowe

recommends a broad spectrum UVA and B
protection of SPF 15-20. For summer
exposure, he suggests SPF 30-50+.
An Australian study, published

in the Annals of Internal Medicine,

THE FUTURE
OF SUNCARE?

It sounds like the holy grail of sun
health: a sunscreen that protects your skin
from UV rays while still allowing it to
produce vitamin D. But a German
study published earlier this year in the
journal PLOS ONE has described
a new approach to developing
just that! Watch this space…

THE

Bikini
SPECIAL
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1MYTH: you don’t
need sunscreen on
a cloudy day

‘UVB rays, which cause
burning, are present only in
summer on sunny days and
they’re blocked by clouds
and windows,’ explains
Dr Lowe. ‘UVA rays, on the
other hand, are present
year round and penetrate
both clouds and windows
to reach your skin. UVA
rays damage collagen
and are responsible for
premature ageing.’ To stay
safe, regardless of whether
the sun is shining or not,
choose a daily moisturiser
or foundation with at least
SPF 15 and UVA protection.

2 MYTH: you can’t
get sunburn in water
When you’re

swimming outside or doing
watersports you feel cooler
so don’t notice if you’re
burning, but water reflects
UV rays – sea foam by up
to 25 per cent. Parts of you
that are under the water
aren’t safe, either. Wear
UV-protective clothing
and/or apply a sunscreen
described as very water
resistant. ‘Water-resistant
products retain their
protection properties for
2 x 20 minutes’ moderate
activity in water,’ says Dr
Williams. ‘However, 85 per
cent of a product can be

removed by towel drying,
so always dry then reapply.’

3 MYTH: windows
are protective
As with clouds,

windows may shield you
from burning UVB rays,
but those ageing, cancer-
causing UVA rays are
coming right through. ‘This
is proven by studies linking
skin cancer to driving,’
says Dr Lowe. ‘One study
looked at 85,000 cases,
and found most were on
the driver’s side arms and
face. Another case for
wearing UVA protection
year round and considering
a UV filter for car windows.’

SUN MYTHS – BUSTED!

looked at 900 fair-skinned adults over a
period of four and a half years. Half of the
participants used SPF15 or higher daily
on their face, neck, arms and hands. The
other 50 per cent used it only when they
felt they needed it. At the end of the study,
the group who used the most protection
showed noticeably fewer signs of ageing.
And it doesn’t need to be expensive to

mean decent protection. A consumer test
by Which? last year found several low-price
supermarket products as or more effective
than bigger names at higher prices.

Q. ‘WHAT SPF DO I
NEED TO USE AND
HOW OFTEN?’
Sunscreen applied too thinly offers less
protection. NHS guidelines state the
average adult needs six to eight teaspoons
(35ml) per application.‘Research has
confirmed, however, that we tend to apply
less than half the amount we need,’ says
Dr Williams. ‘That means we hardly ever
reach the SPF stated on the packaging.’
Dr Lowe describes what he calls ‘the

10p method’: the body is divided up into
11 parts on the front, 11 on the back.
These are the face, upper arm (x 2), lower
arm (x 2), left torso, right torso, left thigh,
right thigh, left lower leg, right lower leg.
Then the same for the back of the body.
‘You need to apply a 10p-sized blob of
sunscreen to each of these 22 areas,
on dry skin,’ he says.
In terms of when you need it, to reduce

your skin cancer risk, the important thing
is not burning. For this, you can check the
UV index forecast daily at metoffice.gov.uk.
A UV index of 1-2 is low with no need
for protection, 3-5 is medium, 6-7 high

and 8-10 very high. Check the Cancer
Research UK website, sunsmart.org,
and click on ‘Am I at risk of sunburn?’
to identify your skin type and how it will
react to different UV index scores.
When it comes to skin ageing, however,

dermatologists such as Dr Lowe believe
it’s best to use sunscreen all the time.
How often should you reapply? You

can get out the calculator and work it out
according to SPF (in theory, SPF 15 lets
you stay in the sun for 15 times as long
as it normally takes you to burn). ‘But this
requires you to know how long it takes you
to burn, and you can’t know that without
burning (bad idea!),’ says Dr Cliff. ‘Also
your level of exposure will vary according
to temperature, wind, altitude, shade
– it’s very hard to be sure.’ As a guide,
reapply after swimming, towel drying and
to areas where lotion may have rubbed off,
such as your legs and back after sitting in
a chair. ‘Keep topped up every 30 to 60
minutes,’ he suggests.

Q. ‘HOW ELSE CAN
I PROTECT MY SKIN?’
‘Wearing a wide-brimmed hat, UV-
protective sunglasses and covering up with
clothes is important, especially between
10am and 3pm and for people at risk of

skin cancer and young children,’ says Dr
Lowe. The tighter the weave of the fabric,
the more protection it offers – if you hold it
up to the light and you can see through it,
it’s unlikely to shield you much.
‘The range of UV-protective clothing,

with added UV filters, is getting better
all the time,’ he says. It’s worth considering
if you’re doing watersports and going to be
in and out of water and sun all day. Check
out sunprecautions.com and coolibar.com.
There are some interesting innovations

that help ensure you’re adequately
protected, too. UV-detecting wristbands
are one-a-day photosensitive bands that
change colour when it’s time to reapply
your sunscreen or get out of the sun
completely (see smartsunuk.co.uk). Buy
the bands from Amazon for £4.99 for five.
A similar product has been launched by

La Roche-Posay – a wearable electronic
patch called MY UV Patch that changes
colour with sun exposure. You can then
photograph the patch and upload it to
an app that tells you how much exposure
you’ve had. Find out more at laroche-
posay.co.uk. Of course, neither of
these are intended as a replacement for
sunscreen – rather to help you get wise
to keeping protected.
‘You can also eat some sun protection,’

says Dr Lowe. And no, he doesn’t mean
knocking back a bottle of Hawaiian Tropic.
‘Lycopene is a potent antioxidant that
helps protect skin against sunburn – this
was backed up by a 2010 study in the
British Journal of Dermatology.’
You can take a supplement or get it

from tomatoes, particularly when cooked
(heating releases more of their lycopene).

Q. ‘HOW CANIHELPMY
SKIN AFTER I’VE
BEEN IN THE SUN?’
‘Lots of water evaporates from the skin
during sun exposure, so your skin can
feel dry and sore,’ says Dr Cliff. ‘A simple
humectant moisturiser will attract water
back into the skin and feel soothing, as well
as slowing peeling.’ Aftersuns often contain
cooling ingredients too, so feel nicer than
ordinary lotion (especially if you keep
them in the fridge). ‘Products that contain
antioxidants are useful for helping protect
against and repair UV damage. So look
for them in sunscreens and aftersuns.’
Again, you can support your skincare

regime with your diet. ‘Polyphenols are
powerful antioxidants, found in dark
chocolate, green and black tea,’ adds
Dr Lowe. ‘They’re worth having in your
diet to help skin repair after UV damage.’
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THE BEST SPF FOR YOU
SENSITIVE SKIN
k Eucerin SPF50 Sun
Crème-Gel with Sun Allergy
Protection, £19 for 50ml;
eucerin.co.uk. The
Eucerin range is free from
perfume, emulsifiers
and preservatives, and
clinically proven to be
effective and tolerated on
sensitive skin. This one
contains antioxidant
plant complexes to help
strengthen skin and protect
against sun allergies, such
as prickly heat.
k Ladival Sun Protection
Lotion or Spray, SPF15, 30,
50, £19.99 for 200ml; ladival.
co.uk. As well as high UVA and
UVB screens, the Ladival range
protects against deeply
penetrating infrared-A rays. It
claims to protect against four
times more of the sun’s rays
than products only offering
UVA/B defence. With minimal
ingredients, it’s good for
sensitive skin.
k Uvistat Sun Cream,
SPF30 or 50, from
£13.73 for 125ml;
uvistat.com. Often
recommended by
dermatologists and
nurses for patients
with sensitive skin,
this fragrance-free
range is available on
prescription for those with
conditions such as psoriasis.

OILY SKIN
k Neostrata Refine Sheer
Hydration SPF35,
£38.64 for 50g,
neostrata.co.uk
An oil-free daily
moisturiser that
controls shine while
protecting skin and
preventing the dark
spots that can result
from ageing and acne.
k Eucerin SPF50 Sun
Fluid Mattifying Face, £16 for
50ml; eucerin.co.uk. This gives
a very high level of protection,
but without that telltale chalky
feel and ghostly pallor. It doesn’t

clog your pores and cause
breakouts, either.
⁕ La Roche-Posay Antihelios

AC Matte Fluid SPF30,
£16 for 50ml; laroche-
posay.co.uk. Non-
comedogenic with a
super-light texture, this is
a go-to product for anyone
with oily, blemish-prone skin.
Also one for preventing
pigmentation/sun spots.

SPORTS
k Ultrasun Sports Transparent
Sun Protection Gel SPF30,
£24 for 200ml;
ultrasun.com. Perfect
for sports as it’s not
greasy or sticky.
Ultrasun is a once-a-
day application range,
but it’s still a good idea
to reapply if you’ve been
sweating, swimming or
you’ve towel dried. The
spray (£26) is also available
as SPF50 and can be used
one-handed or upside down.
k Riemann P20 Once A Day

Sun Protection, from
£13.29 for 100ml; p20.
co.uk. A longtime favourite
with sports fans, this comes
as a clear spray or lotion in
SPF 15, 20, 30 and 50. One
application lasts 10 hours
and it’s highly water resistant.
k Garnier Ambre Solaire

UV Sport Sun Protection Mist
SPF50, £9 for 200ml; garnier.
co.uk. Fresh, light and quickly
absorbed, this budget option
gives good coverage but skin
feels like it can breathe. It’s
water- and sweat-resistant,
but will need reapplying.

WITH MAKE-UP/
TINTED
k Eucerin SPF50 Sun Crème
Tinted CC, £18 for 50ml;
eucerin.co.uk. A good
alternative to foundation or
tinted moisturiser, this is
non-comedogenic and good
for sensitive skin. It gives
a smooth, matt finish.
k La Roche-Posay Antihelios
XL Dry Touch Gel-Cream

SPF50+, £18 for 50ml;
laroche-posay.co.uk. Ideal for
oily/combination skin, this gives
skin a natural, even tone while
reducing shine and works well
under make-up. Comes in a
tinted version, too.
k Bioderma Hydrabio Eau
De Soin SPF30, £9 for 50ml.
A game-changing new product
that solves the problem of how
to keep your SPF reapplied
during the day without ruining
your make-up. Mist the
refreshing, water- and vitamin-E
based spray over make-up and
get UVA/UVB protection without
the need to rub it in.

ANTI-AGEING
k Exuviance Sheer
Daily Protector
SPF50, £34 for 50ml,
facethefuture.
co.uk. A mineral
sunscreen with a

superfine texture and
tint, this contains
multiple antioxidants,
including green tea extract, to
protect against environmental
aggressors and DNA damage.
k Eucerin Sun Fluis Anti-Age
SPF 30 and SPF 50, £20 for
50ml; eucerin.co.uk.
Combines high UVA and UVB
protection with hyaluronic acid,

to protect while reducing the
appearance of existing wrinkles.
k Filorga UV Defence
SPF50, £36 for 40ml;
marksandspencer.com.
Applied over your normal
moisturiser, this offers UV- and
pollution filters. It’s also packed
with antioxidants to protect
against and repair DNA damage.

AFTERSUN
k Uvistat Evening
Protect SPF20,
£8.99 for 200ml;
uvistat.com.
You can still burn in
the early mornings
or late afternoons,
so this cooling
aftersun has aloe
vera to moisturise but still keeps
you protected with an SPF20.
k Ladival DNA Repair After
Sun, £13.99 for 150ml; ladival.
co.uk. This doesn’t just soothe
sun-reddened skin, it contains
‘photolyase enzyme’ to repair
DNA damaged by UVB rays.
k Sun Smart Aftersun
Moisture Protect Luxurious
Dry Oil Spray, £9.50 for
150ml; marksandspencer.
com. Contains vitamin E, jojoba
and rosehip oils to rehydrate,
and a tan-enhancing complex
to prevent peeling.

A SYMMETRY – Does the
shape of one half of the

mole match the other?

B ORDER – Are the edges
ragged, notched,

blurred or irregular, and has
the pigment spread into the
surrounding skin?

C OLOUR – Is the colour
uneven? You might see

shades of black, brown and
tan, or areas of white, grey,
red, pink or blue.

D IAMETER – Have you
seen a change in size?

It will usually increase.

Typically, melanomas are
at least 6mm in diameter
(the diameter of a pencil).

E VOLVING – Does the
mole look different from

the others, or is it changing
in size, colour or shape?

However, melanoma doesn’t
always fit the ABCDE rule.
If you notice anything
different, a new skin lesion
or mole that itches or bleeds,
or something that just
doesn’t look right to you, get
it checked out immediately. n

Check your moles
Use London’s Cadogan Clinic’s* ABCDE rule to
identify developing melanomas early.
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I
f there’s anyone who knows the
secrets of a fit, toned summer
body, it’s Lucy Mecklenburgh. The
reality star turned fitpreneur has
transformed her figure and her fitness
since her Towie days. Super-fit Lucy
didn’t always love working out. But
back in 2013, a chance HIIT training
session with PT Cecilia Harris

switched the then gym-shy reality-TV star onto the
joys of exercise. After working with Cecilia for six
months and loving the results, the duo went into
business and Results with Lucy (resultswithlucy.
com) was born. Today, their hugely successful
online fitness platform delivers a vast array of expert
workouts, nutrition advice and shape-up plans to
over 250,000 users. Examples of the results of their
latest Beach Body Plan, Lucy and
Cecilia share their secrets with H&F.

Want to look your best on the
beach this summer?

Lucy Mecklenburgh and her PT
Cecilia Harris show you how to

do it in an exclusive H&F
interview and workout.

SHAPEUP

‘I always
carry
plenty

of water
& almonds.’
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Cecilia and Lucy work
out every other day and
their sessions are always
full-body workouts. ‘We
like to work out for a
short period of time at
maximum intensity –
the variety keeps us
motivated,’ says Cecilia.

BODY
BENEF I T S
The regimen has
certainly paid off, as
latest shots of Lucy
attest. ‘Lucy has
completely changed
since she starting
training with me three
years ago,’ says Cecilia.
‘Her body is more toned,
and she has less cellulite
but it’s her fitness level
that has most benefited.
She’s a very determined
person and, when
challenged, she pushes
herself to the max. I
always give her mini challenges, such as to
see how long she can skip for! Her attitude
to fitness and healthy eating has also
completely changed – she no longer finds it
a chore. It’s part of her life and she enjoys it.’
One of the pair’s favourite workouts is

their high-intensity Ultimate Booty Blitz and
they’ve decided to share it with H&F to help
you look and feel your best for summer.
With just seven booty-blitzing moves, it’s
quick but super effective.
‘I absolutely love the Ultimate Booty Blitz

workout,’ says Lucy. ‘It’s so easy to fit into
your day but you can really feel the burn so
you know it’s working! Not only do I notice
the difference in my booty but also in my
legs! The workout is perfect for swimwear
season to get the lower half of my body
feeling strong.’

The Ultimate Booty Blitz
moves are all designed
to help tighten and perk
up your bottom but will
generally tone your
whole lower body. ‘The
curtsy lunge targets
your inner thighs as well
as your bottom muscle,
says Cecilia. ‘The
result? You look taller
and thinner, with a
rounder backside as
well. This move is
one you need in your
summer shape-up
routine! Adding a
sidekick to it intensifies
the exercise.’

PRE-HOL IDAY
ADV I C E
Plié squats are another
key move. ‘They have
the same effect on your
bottom muscles but
will also use your inner
thighs, which is an

added bonus!’ says Cecilia. Meanwhile,
the sprint position to back kick move
requires your glute muscles to be
constantly activated. You’ll feel the burn!
Finally, jumping squat bunny hops add
cardio to the workout while still asking
your body to use all of its muscles. ‘The
combination of all these exercises will
keep your heart rate up and your muscles
constantly activated,’ says Cecilia.
And Lucy’s top tip for getting bikini

ready? ‘Don’t panic, and give yourself
plenty of time!’ she says. ‘You don’t want
to stress a week before and end up
starving your body of nutrients. We always
make sure the beach body plans we offer
on RWL are a six-week or four-week format
to get you body confident.’ Turn the page
for their top lower-body-toning moves.

TRAINER’S TIP
It’s not just Lucy who’s in great
shape. PT Cecila is a great

example of her own work. Here’s
what keeps her at the top of

her game.

‘I love to work out for short
periods of time at high

intensity. Once the
endorphins have kicked in, I
feel like anything’s possible
and that positivity stays with
me all day! Breakfast for me

is the most important meal of
the day and the best fuel to

help my body function
properly and effectively all

day long. I think of breakfast
like it’s lunch or dinner. I’m

not afraid to have chicken for
breakfast – the more protein

the better!’

LUCY’S
DIET
‘I always eat three
meals a day to keep up
my metabolism. I make
sure the meals are
protein-rich and a good
mix of complex carbs to
keep my energy up.’

LUNCH: I usually have a power
salad from our Results with Lucy
menu. My favourite is the Salmon

Power Salad which is rich in
vitamins and minerals plus has
quinoa in it, which keeps me

going throughout the afternoon.

BREAKFAST: In a typical day,
I usually kick off with eggs and
avocado on rye bread with a

sprinkle of chili and a green tea.
Having protein for breakfast
means I won’t go for the
biscuit tin come 11am!

DINNER: I tend to have grilled
chicken breast with lots of veg
and Jersey royal potatoes!

SNACKS: I always make sure
I have plenty of water and
almonds on me to snack on

throughout the day.
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1 SQUAT TO SUMO SQUAT
Time: 60 seconds
Works: Glutes, hips plus upper and lower leg
l Stand tall, with your feet pointing forwards and abs tight (as
shown, top image).
l Slowly lower yourself into a classic squat position, keeping
your back straight and pushing your bottom outwards.
The lower you go the harder you’ll work those muscles!
l Drive back up to standing position and adjust your feet to face
outwards. Now lower yourself down into a sumo squat (as
shown, bottom image) and drive back up to standing.

2 FRONT LUNGE
Time: 30 seconds per leg
Works: Glutes, hips plus upper and lower leg
l Start with one leg pushed back and arms forward. Ensure
your front leg is bent and your back leg is straight (as shown,
top image).
l Keeping your back straight, lower your back leg to a 90º angle.
l Keep your knees in line with your toes and behind your ankles
to avoid strain on your knees (as shown, bottom image).

LUCY’S ULTIMATE
Tone your lower body
with this high-intensity
bikini bootcamp session
from Cecilia and Lucy

1 2
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Repeat the circuit
three times for

maximum results.
Do 60 secs of each
exercise, alternating

legs as you go,
where relevant.
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3 CURTSEY LUNGE TO S IDE K I CK
Time: 30 seconds per leg
Works: Entire thigh area
l Stand tall, keeping your posture strong and your abs tight.
l Push one leg behind you at a slight angle so your thighs cross.
Bend both knees towards the floor as if you were curtseying, and
bring your hands up to chest height (as shown, middle image).
l As you come up, drive your back leg upwards and kick up in
line with your hips. Remember to keep your posture strong and
toes pointed (as shown, bottom image).

4 ONE-HEE L ED SQUAT
Time: 30 seconds per leg
Works: Upper and lower legs
l Stand tall with your abs strong.
l Slower lower yourself into your squat position, keeping
your back straight and pushing your bottom outwards (as shown,
middle image)
l As you squat down, keep one heel off the floor (as shown,
bottom image), then drive back up to standing position.

3 4
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Time: 30 seconds per leg
Works: Entire thigh area
l Starting on the ground, get into your sprint
start position. Ensure your knees are in line

with your toes and that both legs are bent
at a 90º angle (as shown, left).
l From that position, drive yourself up and
kick your back leg up and back.

l Ensure you keep your leg as straight as
possible (as shown, right).
l Return to the start position and repeat.

6 BUNNY HOPS
Time: 60 seconds
Works: Entire thigh area and good
for cardio
l Stand with your legs around shoulder-

width apart and your feet facing forwards.
l Keeping your back straight, lower
yourself into a squat, touching your hands
to the floor (as shown, left).

l Jump up as high as you can go,
straightening out your legs and keeping
your toes pointed (as shown, right).
l Return to squat position and repeat.

7 P L I É RA I S E
Time: 60 seconds
Works: Inner thighs, abs,
calves and glutes
l Standing tall, take your feet
wide apart with your toes
facing outwards. Place
your hands on your hips.

l Keeping your back straight
and shoulders back, slowly
lower yourself into a plié (as
shown, left).
l Lift your heels off the floor
(as shown, right), then lower
back down. Return to the start.

5

6

7

‘I love my mint green Logo Sports
Bra, £18, and Marble Capris, £25,
from Ellesse’s summer range (ellesse.
com) – they keep me motivated!’

LUCY’S
KIT

5 SPRINT START TO BACK KICK

For more workouts, visit resultswithlucy.com
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GYM STYLE
FIT FASHION ] COOL KIT ] STYLE ADVICE

WELOVE...
GlideSoul Tie Dye Collection 1mm

Leggings, £99, and 0.5mm Crop Top, £49;
glidesoul.com

GlideSoul isn’t afraid to push the boundaries
of wetsuit style, and this exciting mix and
match Tie Dye collection is no exception.
These bold, quick-dry neoprene items with
taped seams will help keep you warm and
comfortable in cold water – and ultra-stylish
on the beach! The leggings boast silicone

on the ankles, to help you take
them off more easily,

post dip.



Make a statement in bold
colours and body-confident

kit, on and off your bike
this summer

ST
Y
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WISE
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Evil Eye Evo Glasses,
£170, Adidas Sport

Eyewear; Branded Leotard,
£40, Adidas; Souplesse

Mitts, £50, Rapha;
Souplesse Socks, £15,

Rapha; S-Works 6 Shoes,
£280, Specialized;

Amira SL4 Comp Bike,
£2,000, SpecializedPHOTOGRAPHER: Ian Derry STYLIST: Kellie Daggett
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This page: Graphic
Souplesse Base Layer,
£45, Rapha; Souplesse
Rain Shell, £195, Rapha;
Souplesse Cap, £25,
Rapha; Hi Energy Sports
Bra (just seen), £120,
Monreal

Opposite: Cycle Zip Top,
£35, Adidas; Technical
Knit Capri, £80, Lucas
Hugh; Sportive Mitts,
£22.99, Madison;
Airnet Helmet, £100,
Specialized
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This page: Intensify
Seamless Merino Top,
£85, Sweaty Betty;
Victor No.1 Tee (just seen),
£70, Victor + Leap; Core
Performance Capri, £130,
Lucas Hugh; Trident
Gloves, £30, Specialized;
Airnet Helmet, £100,
Specialized



Evil Eye Half Rim Glasses, £160, Adidas Sport Eyewear;
Neck Scarf (comes as part of Intensify Seamless Merino Top set), £85, Sweaty Betty; Hero Racer Bra 2.0, £25, Reebok; Sportive Shield

Soft Shell Bib, £99.99, Madison; Sportive Mitts, £22.99, Madison; S-Works 6 Shoes, £280, Specialized

Stockists: Adidas adidas.co.uk Adidas Sport Eyewear shadestation.co.uk Lucas Hugh lucashugh.com Madison madison.co.uk
Monreal London monreallondon.com Rapha rapha.cc Reebok reebok.co.uk

Sweatybetty sweatybetty.com Specialized specialized.com/gb/gb/retailer-locator Victor + Leap victorandleap.com

HAIR & MAKE-UP: Jo Clayton @ joclayton.com using Paul Mitchell and MAC MODEL: Jess @WModel Management
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THE LOOK
Get

Chase those balls in style with
this hot on-court kit

TENNIS

STYL
E

DRINK UP
Sweaty Betty
Steel Water
Bottle, £20;
sweatybetty.
com

HOT SHOT
Sweaty Betty Finsbury
Sweat L/Slv Top, £70;
sweatybetty.com

PLEATS PLEASE
Monreal London
Sunray Dress, £240;
monreallondon.com

BE BOLD
Head Vision W Becky
Panty Palm Print Sub,

£19.99; head.com

STASH IT
Adidas StellaSport
Colorblocked Team
Bag, £47; adidas.co.uk

JUMP AROUND
Asics Gel-Resolution 6 Tennis
Shoes, £115; asics.co.uk

fashion news

SUN BLOCK
Nike Featherlight

Visor, £14.83;
nike.com

WE LOV
E

We’re cov
eting

this chic
dress m

ade

from stretch j
ersey

material
that boa

sts

an integ
rated sp

orts

bra with
removab

le

cups.
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WRIST CANDY
Fitbit Alta Fitness
Wristband,
£149.98;
fitbit.com/uk





MUSICAL
HEALING
Had a tough week? Go to a live

concert. New research shows that
attending a live music event can

significantly reduce levels of stress
hormones in your body. Researchers
at the Centre for Performance Science
in London took saliva samples from
participants before and during two
classical music concerts. They found
a reduction in the stress hormones
cortisol and cortisone, in all the

concert-goers regardless of age or
musicality. We wonder if a thrash metal

gig offers the same benefits?
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YOU TIME
HEALTHY RECIPES ] SPA AND WELLBEING ] TRAVEL
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Bedford Lodge Spa
and Hotel, Newmarket
Set in three acres of

beautiful grounds near the bustling
racecourses of Newmarket in Suffolk is
the four-star former 18th century hunting
lodge, Bedford Lodge Hotel and Spa. The
privately run spa-hotel offers comfort and
luxury with modern, spacious rooms and
an abundance of luxury touches – from
fluffy bathrobes and Molton Brown
products to Teapigs tea.

THE SPA
Luxurious, calming and inclusive – the spa
(which has received a top five-bubble
rating in The Good Spa Guide) is definitely
the icing on the cake for Bedford Lodge.
The hydrotherapy circuit will ease out any
tight muscles, aches and pains with its
cleverly targeted massage jets – perfect
post workout. Relax in the spacious
outdoor rooftop hot tub, revitalise under
the experiential showers or brave the ice
circuits to get your circulation going. If
you prefer heat treatments, there’s a
cleansing mud rasul, sauna, steam
rooms and a decadent chillout area.

The latest pampering places, products and treatments

SPAOF
THEMONTH

Spa time
THE TREATMENTS
The spa offers plenty of affordable
treatments, from ESPA facials to body
treatments including the Espa Body Ritual,
£140 for two hours; and massages
including Balinese massage with hot
stones, from £100 for 90 minutes.

You can even have a session of the Bowen
Technique (great for easing sports injuries
and other aches and pains). After whiling
our Friday night away in the hydrotherapy
and thermal circuits, I opted for an
Optimum Skin ProFacial (£95) to end my
spa experience. The relaxing 60-minute
targeted facial rebalanced and hydrated
my tired skin. After a deep cleanse using a
Clarisonic and ESPA’s ProMoisturiser, my
complexion was left baby soft.

MUST TRY
Just in time for summer, the spa has
created a new Beach Body Ready Spa
Day (£130) to prepare you for the sun, sea
and sand. It starts with prepping your body,
– you’ll enjoy ESPA’s 30-minute Salt & Oil
Scrub Exfoliator. Designed to gently

remove dead skin cells, it leaves your skin
beautifully smooth, making the perfect
base for that natural tan to come.
Then you’ll have access to heat and
hydrotherapy facilities before having a
Jessica Geleration manicure and pedicure,
that will look great for your holiday!

'Just in time for summer, the spa has created a new Beach
Body Ready Spa Day to prepare you for sun, sea and sand'

SUFFOLK

SPA
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spa news

‘IT WORKED FOR ME’

H&F beauty writer Yanar Alkayat
tries a new facial method
What? The Murad Method Facial
System; £70 for 60 minutes
Where? Visit murad.co.uk for your
nearest salon or spa
‘Murad facials have had a holistic
makeover. Now, instead of choosing
one target skin concern, your
therapist identifies two and you also
receive nutrition and anti-ageing
lifestyle advice. My session began by
filling in a holistic questionnaire and
‘feel-better’ wheel which told my
therapist how I rated my energy,
work-life balance, sleep,
exercise, food and
stress. My facial started
with a five-step skin
analysis to determine
any skin issues; mine
were dehydration and
pigmentation. After a
double cleanse and
steam (to help
open pores and aid
extraction), my therapist
applied a mild fruit-

based glycolic peel to deep clean and
brighten. The new facial includes
a divine touch-point massage
combining modern and ancient
acupressure and lymphatic massage
techniques to soften muscles and
relieve stress from the face. I also
received an arm, hand, neck and
shoulder massage. Post facial, I
was given a positive mantra card
to boost my motivation, positivity
and self-esteem and a recipe card
to complement my skincare needs.
This new approach to facials is a
step towards recognising that healthy,
beautiful skin truly comes from
holistic, rounded wellness.’

THE DINING
Within the hotel is the two AA rosette
Squires Restaurant (named after previous
hotel owner George Baird aka 'The Squire',
a notorious gentlemen horse rider and
trainer) and Roxana bar (where you can
enjoy light meals, afternoon tea, snacks
and drinks and cosy in by the fire on chilly
days) both of which are open to hotel
guests and non-residents.
With great wine and local, seasonal

(and local where possible) ingredients
culminating in inventive, tasty dishes, it
was clear to see why the restaurant was so
busy. Try a starter of Wild mushroom and
rocket risotto or native oysters, followed by
Fresh dressed Cromer crab salad or Lemon
and thyme chicken, and finish it off with a
Lychee parfait or Rhubarb clafoutis. A
hearty breakfast also awaits hotel guests.

GET ACTIVE
Take a dip in the 15m indoor pool, head to
the gym and use the state-of-the-art fitness
equipment, or try classes such as Pilates,
hot yoga or kettlebells in the studio.
Whether you’re off for a day at the races in
local Newmarket or fancy punting in nearby
Cambridge, there are plenty of activities
near the hotel. Inspired by the equineW
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heritage? Sign up for a horse riding lesson
at nearby Barrow Hall stables. You're just
an hour’s drive away from the Suffolk
coast, too, which is perfect for long walks.

WHO IT SUITS
It’s a great weekend escape for busy
Londoners as it's just 60 miles or so away,
and takes under one and a half hours on
the train from King's Cross station. Look
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TRY THIS. . .
If your skin’s crying out for
attention, give it a mini facial with
the Mallow + White Restore
Face Mask (£20 for 60ml;
mallowandwhite.co.uk).
This detoxifying Dead Sea clay
mask is for normal to dry skin
and is 100 per cent natural and
hand-blended in the UK. It contains
just five ingredients to boost your
skin: mineral-rich Dead Sea mud,
which helps hydrate and tone skin,
draws out toxins and improves skin
elasticity; toxin-fighting Moroccan
lava clay; cleansing organic
cornstarch; antioxidant and
anti-inflammatory green tea powder
and rebalancing organic rose
geranium essential oil. Mix 1-2 tsp
of the mask with 1-2 tsp of warm
water and blend to a paste. Apply it
on a damp face, avoiding your eyes.

Leave for
three to five
minutes
(don't let it
dry fully),
then rinse
off with
lukewarm
water…

out for the race days spa treats packages
and make a great weekend of it!

THE PRICE
A 60-minute massage, two-course dinner,
with bed and breakfast, plus use of the
hydrotherapy pool and heat experiences
is £395 for two people. Head to
bedfordlodgehotelspa.co.uk for more
offers and experiences.



DISTANCE: 874 miles +
LOCATION: Cornwall to Scotland
WHAT: This iconic route, which traverses
the length of the UK from southwest to
northeast, is not for the fainthearted. ‘End
to Enders’ (the name given to LeJoG
cyclists) begin at either point – Land’s End
in Cornwall or John O’Groats in Scotland
– and cycle at least 874 miles (depending
on route selection) to the other one,
averaging around 70-90 miles a day.
Map-reading skills are a must. If you’re
not a competent navigator, cycle tour
companies provide supported LeJoG trips.
H&F FITNESS ED SAYS: ‘It was
possibly one of the greatest trips of
my life. I cycled from Land’s End to
John O’Groats via the Three Peaks
(Snowdonia, Scafell Pike and Ben
Nevis) with my husband. We did it
unsupported (with camping gear on

Like a challenge and love an adventure?
Try bike touring – here are our favourite
UK routes to inspire you to saddle up

GREAT BRITISH
CYCLETOURS
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the bike) and it rained every day except
one (in June!) but I wouldn’t change a
thing. The Cornish hills are tough, the
A9 is horrible and my legs cramped
every night but, wow, the views – lakes,
lochs, mountains. Truly unforgettable.’

TOP THREE TIPS

1 TALK TO LOCALS – We got plenty of
route advice from owners of B&Bs and

fellow cyclists, which led to a detour
stopover at the stunning Isle of Arran.

2 PACK (REALLY) LIGHT – Trust me,
you’ll regret lugging that extra pair of

flip-flops when you’ve clocked 500 miles
and are cycling over a mountain pass!

3 WEAR A WATERPROOF – It rains
a lot in the UK. Even if it’s not the

most streamlined or breathable jacket,
if it’s waterproof, you won’t be sad
that you’ve got it.

1. LAND’S END TO JOHN O’GROATS (LEJOG)

Pack up your bike and go!

Enjoy stunning coastal
views on the Isle of Wight



active travel
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4. THE SOUTH
DOWNS WAY
DISTANCE: 100 miles
LOCATION: Winchester to Eastbourne
WHAT: Get away from the traffic by taking
your mountain bike (MTB) for a tour along
the 100-mile South Downs Way, which is a
long-distance, off-road trail that runs along
the length of the South Downs National
Park. There are signs along the route, so
navigation skills are less of a must-have,
and it can be attempted in a day or over
two to four days with stops along the way.
The route is quite undulating, so expect
a few hills – and watch out for slippery
chalk surfaces.
H&F ART DIRECTOR SAYS: ‘The South
Downs equals chalk, and wet chalk
can be very slippery, so do check the
weather before you set off. On a
summer’s day, the Downs can look
like an oil painting due to the mix
of colours and it never seems to
disappoint. We completed this route
in one day and boy what an epic ride.’

TOP THREE TIPS

1 BE MENTALLY PREPARED – If you’re
more used to road cycling, this is a

different ball game. You’ll need a MBT and
be ready to push yourself as this can be
almost double the effort of road cycling.

2 PLAN YOUR OVERNIGHT STAY IN
ADVANCE – There are few hotels on

the way (unless you go off the course)
which get booked up early, so book in.

3 PACK PLENTY OF SNACKS – you’ll
need them as you’ll be burning off lots

of calories! n

2. THE FRED
WHITTON
CHALLENGE
DISTANCE: 112 miles
LOCATION: The Lake District
WHAT: This 112-mile sportive in the Lake
District that takes place in May, in memory
of Fred Whitton, racing secretary of the
Lakes Road Club. The Fred Whitton
Challenge can also be done as a lone
tour by downloading the route from
fredwhittonchallenge.co.uk. It’ll test your
fitness mettle – the route takes in six of the
baddest climbs in Britain aka The High
Passes. Expect steep uphills and hairy
descents, with the toughest 30 per cent
gradient climb (Hardknott Pass) appearing
at 98 miles!
H&F FITNESS ED SAYS: ‘I love a good
muscle-aching, lung-burning climb,
and had my eye set on the FredWhitton
Challenge ever since cycling the
Kirkstone pass as part of our LeJoG
route. My husband and I finally
attempted the route on a part sunny,
part rainy, day in June. The mountain
passes are epic, and the descents are
pretty scary – especially in the wet. But
the view from Hardknott is second to
none, and I was lucky enough to get
engaged at the top of Wrynose
pass after 100 miles of cycling! This
is a great one-day tour for more
experienced riders.’

TOP THREE TIPS

1 GET A BIKE SERVICE – The descents
from Honister, Hardknott and Wrynose

are super-steep (we’re talking around a 25
per cent gradient) and really tricky. You
don’t want your bike (or brakes) to fail you.

2 WEAR LOTS OF LAYERS – The
temperature and weather conditions at

the top of a high pass can be very different
from those lower down. Even if it’s sunny,
pack weatherproof kit and plenty of
snacks, too.

3 PACE YOURSELF – You need energy
left in the tank to tackle Hardknott and

then Wrynose, which appear at 98 miles!
Don’t sprint up Kirkstone (at 14 miles) like
a keen bean because you’ll regret it later.

3. ROUND THE
ISLAND ROUTE
DISTANCE: 66 miles
LOCATION: The Isle of Wight
WHAT: If it’s coastal views you’re after, look
no further than this scenic bike ride around
the Isle of Wight. Taking in cycle paths,
bridleways and quiet country roads, the
Round the Island Route circumnavigates
the entire island, and is perfect for either
a day ride (for more experienced cyclists)
or a multi-day trip (for newbie tourers).
The route is undulating but not gruellingly
tough, so could even be an option
for families.
H&F ART DIRECTOR SAYS: ‘I love to
cycle, but add in the sea and I’m in my
element. My partner and I have cycled
the island many times. You can go
alone or look up the many races and
sportives that take place. There are a
few smack-you-in-the-face hills, but
these do reward you with some of the
island’s best coastal views (and a fun
descent). More experienced riders can
challenge themselves by doing the
route there and back in one day. We’ve
done this in all weathers and each time
it’s a different experience!’

TOP THREE TIPS

1 TAKE THE HOVER CRAFT – It takes
eight minutes and is super cheap, plus

you feel like James Bond – and that’s
before you get on the bike.

2 SLAP ON SUNCREAM – The IOW
has its own microclimate and the

weather can be very changeable, so always
take a stick of SPF and a waterproof.

3 TAKE SMALL CHANGE – It would
be rude not to treat yourself to an ice

cream and enjoy the sea views – especially
if you’re doing the route back as well!PH
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Keep some fuel in the tank for the
Lake District’s Hardknott Pass

Taking a breather on
the South Downs Way
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Serve this
kedgeree topped
with a soft-yolk
poached egg, so
it drizzles over
the rice when

broken.



Start your summerweekendswith these light but indulgent
ideas fromSophieMichell

S ophie Michell was born to cook. Hailing from
a family of foodies and professional cooks,
she was helping her grandmother in the
kitchen aged four and, at 15, running

services in a Somerset gastropub.
Since then, she’s been linked with the glitterati of

the gastro world – training at the prestigious Butler’s
Wharf Chef School while gaining work experience
at London’s La Gavroche and the Michelin-starred
Greenhouse, before going on to become the UK’s
youngest female executive chef and carving out a
successful career as a TV presenter and food writer.
But being surrounded by food all day had its

downside. ‘Life had become a conveyor belt of food,
and I wasn’t letting any of it pass untouched,’ Michell
confesses. Hence her latest book, Chef on a Diet – Eat

Well, Lose Weight, Look Great (Kyle Books, £14.99),
where she shares the recipes that helped get her
eating back on track.‘Women are bullied constantly
by the media, their peers and by themselves over their
weight,’ says Michell. ‘It’s unhealthy. We need to find
our balance – and that became my mission.’
Tired of uninspiring diet books with no thought to

flavour, Michell devised a collection of recipes in her
signature eclectic style, focusing on quality ingredients
and nutritional value. ‘Breakfast should be made up of
protein and complex carbohydrates. Lunch and dinner
from protein and plant-based carbs only,’ she says. ‘I
find protein and plant-based meals easier to digest.’
Just try to resist recipes such as Roasted duck breast

on beluga lentils with balsamic onions and pine nuts;
and Coconut panna cotta with passion fruit and lime…

Quick tip ‘A successful diet is not just about limiting calories – it’s about how the body digests
food and how protein and fats keep you fuller for longer.’

COCONUT OIL AND BROWN RICE KEDGEREE

Serves: 2
Per serving: 474 calories, 23g protein, 25g fat
(13g saturated fat), 38g carbohydrate, 4g sugar,
3g fibre, 1.9g salt

1 tbsp coconut oil, plus extra if frying the eggs
6 spring onions, sliced
2 garlic cloves, finely chopped
1 red chilli, finely chopped
1 tsp garam masala
½ tsp ground turmeric
200g cooked brown rice
100g hot-smoked salmon
1 tsp Bragg’s Liquid Aminos (I use this instead of soy
sauce for its added health qualities, but wheat-free
tamari is good, too)
1 tbsp freshly chopped coriander
2 tbsp white wine vinegar
2 free-range eggs
Sriracha chilli sauce and lime wedges, to serve

Start by heating the coconut oil in a large frying pan
over a medium heat. Add the spring onions, along

with the garlic and chilli, and fry until the onions
are translucent.

Now add the spices and fry for a further minute. Add
the cooked rice and smoked salmon to the pan and

cook for about 5 minutes before adding the Aminos or
tamari. Finally, check the seasoning and add the coriander.

Meanwhile, poach the eggs. Simply add the vinegar
to a saucepan of water and place over a high heat

to boil. When the water is lightly bubbling, crack the eggs
into the water one at a time and cook for 3–5 minutes,
depending on how you like them done.

Once cooked, scoop the eggs out with a slotted
spoon. If you prefer, you can fry the eggs – either fry

in a separate frying pan with a little coconut oil or, once the
rice mixture is ready, transfer it to a covered bowl and fry
the eggs in the now empty pan.

To serve, place a pile of rice on each plate and top
with an egg. Serve with some lime wedges and

sriracha chilli sauce on the side.1
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GREEN EGGS
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Serves: 4
Per serving: 428 calories, 22g protein, 35g
fat (7.5g saturated fat), 4g carbohydrate,
(2.5g sugar), 2.5g fibre, 0.6g salt

8 free-range eggs
1 tsp olive oil
1 onion, sliced
1 courgette, diced
100g cooked broccoli
150g cooked spinach leaves, chopped
Salt and freshly ground black pepper

For the pesto
1 garlic clove
3 large handfuls of basil
1 tbsp pine nuts, lightly roasted
30g Parmesan cheese, grated
100ml extra virgin olive oil

Begin by making the pesto. Simply
place all the pesto ingredients in a

blender and pulse to combine. Don’t blitz
them too much – it’s better to keep a bit of
texture. You can add a splash of water
to loosen the mixture up if needed.
Set aside.

Crack the eggs into a bowl and
whisk together.

Heat the olive oil in a frying pan over
a medium heat. Add the onion and

courgette and cook for about 8 minutes, then
season. Now add the broccoli and spinach,
heat through and season again.

Finally, add the eggs with 1 tablespoon
of the pesto and cook until the eggs

reach your desired consistency. I cook these
for quite a while, but you should cook them
for at least 4 minutes.

If you need
some carbs,

prepare these eggs
with 2 tablespoons
of cooked quinoa

per person
stirred in.

1

3

2

4
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COCONUT CHIA BREAKFAST POT

Maca
powder is a great
replacement for
coffee as it gives
you a powerful
energy boost.

Serves: 4
Per serving: 250 calories, 4g protein, 16g
fat (11g saturated fat), 19g carbohydrate
(13g sugar), 7g fibre, 0.2g salt

300ml coconut water
100ml coconut milk
1 tsp maca powder
50g sultanas
50g chia seeds
50g dessicated coconut
Agave syrup to serve, optional

Mix the coconut water, coconut milk
and maca powder together in a

bowl, then add the sultanas and chia
seeds. Leave for 10 minutes, then stir well
and divide between four bowls or glasses.

Cover and pop in the fridge for a few
hours. I sometimes do this the night

before, but it only really needs a couple
of hours.

When you’re ready to eat, sprinkle
with the dessicated coconut and

some agave syrup (if needed) and enjoy!

TOP TIP: You could also make variations
with almond milk and raspberries or apple
juice and grated apple.

SOPHIE’S
TOP FIVE
FOOD
MYTHS
‘Avocados are too

high in calories to
eat on a diet’. They
are high in calories, but they’re full of
nature’s finest fats and make a great
replacement for butter and creams.
‘Low-fat products are better for

you’. Never choose low-fat versions!
They’re full of nasty chemicals and
sugars to make them taste better.
‘Fruit is healthy; you should

eat as much as possible’. Fresh,
unprocessed, seasonal fruit is a
good source of vitamins. But it tastes
sweet due to natural fruit sugars.
Avoid most fruit juices. Try to eat
seasonal fruit, with the skin on.
‘Nuts are too fattening to eat on

a diet’. Yes, nuts are high in fat,
but these are good fats. They also
contain masses of nutrients, so don’t
avoid them.
‘Sugar is better than sweeteners

because it’s natural’. Sweeteners,
such as stevia, come from more
natural sources these days and can
help you lose weight and regulate
blood sugar levels.

Chef on a Diet by Sophie Michell (Kyle Books, £14.99).
Photography by David Loftus.
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14MINUTE
WORKOUT

INTRODUCING THE FIRST

NEW FOR 2015

INTERVAL TRAINER®
14 
INTRODUCING THE FIRST

INTERVAL TRAINER

BURN UP TO

THE CALORIES
2.5X

How can a workout built for the fittest also serve the rest of us?
Easy. Every MAX workout is built around YOU. Tell MAX a little
about yourself and you’ll instantly receive targets tailored to your
fitness level, age and personal statistics. Whether you have
14 minutes or 40 a day, you’ll find the right
pace and target that’s comfortable for you.

THE EXAMINER

”
”

a ground-
breaking
workout

Now Available! Order by phone, online or visit one of our 9 UK stores : Open 7 days a week!
✔ In store demostration ✔ Buy Now - Pay Later ✔ Expert Advice ✔ Free Delivery ✔ Price Promise Guaranteed

Freephone: 01604 673000
or visit: www.fitness-superstore.co.uk

MAX's unique BURN RATE display puts you in control, showing you
exactly how many calories you're burning every minute and setting
activity level targets throughout your workout. It's an incredibly
motivating tool that pushes you to challenge yourself help set your
goal in controlling your weight management.

MOTIVATION SEE YOUR BURN
AS IT'S HAPPENING

List Price £1,799

Launch Price £1,499

MAXSUCCESS

WATCH JODIE’S VIDEO ONLINE

“I got ripped using the
Max Trainer and perfect
for where I am in my life.
Great for weight loss and
burning fat. It’s top notch!”

14 minutes or 40 a day, you’ll fi nd the right 
pace and target that’s comfortable for you.

SUCCESS

ONLINE

for where I am in my life. 
Great for weight loss and 
burning fat. It’s top notch!”

REAL PEOPLE. REAL RESULTS.
BEFORE

AFTER

SAVE
£300
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INSIDE
96 1 move 4 ways
In the first of a new
series, we show you
how to get the best
results from squats.
98 Reach for the moon
Calm body and soul
with a soothing
moon salutation.
104 Fit knowledge
Push yourself but still
stay safe with CrossFit.
107 Move of
the month
Sculpt lean, shapely
legs using deadlifts.
108 Run knowledge
Learn how to up your
distance without injury.
112 Kit test
Bluetooth headphones.
113 Success story
‘I’ve lost six and
a half stone.’
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1. BACK SQUAT
BENEFITS: Done correctly, this
move will build sheer strength in
your glutes, hamstrings and core.
Start with a barbell supported

on the fleshy part of your upper
back across your shoulders (the
trapezius muscles). Hold the
barbell in both hands, keeping
your torso upright and head
facing forwards (A).
Ensure your feet are hip-width

apart and turned out slightly.

Engage your abs and keep the
weight over your heels.
Bend your knees to squat down,

keeping your knees in line with your
feet and not letting them extend
beyond your toes. Don’t let your
back round (B).
When you’ve lowered to a depth

that still allows you to keep a
straight back, straighten your legs
by pushing through your heels.
Squat back down to repeat

the movement.

In the first of a new series, expert
trainer Jean-Claude Vacassin,
owner ofW10 Performance gyms,
reveals four ways to do a squat

STRONG SQUATS

1MOVE
4WAYS

The squat is a
classic weightlifting

move that engages most
of your lower-body

muscles, including your
glutes, quadriceps,
adductors and
hamstrings.

BACK
Keep your back as

straight as possible. It’s
important not to round
your back when doing
squats, as this can
lead to lumbar
spine injuries.

GLUTES
To really work your
glutes, lower your

thighs below horizontal
if you can – it requires
very supple ankles, so

not everyone can
do it.

A

B
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TRAINING ZONE

Personal trainer Jean-Claude Vacassin owns W10
Performance gyms in London. He has advised
athletes, sports brands and film companies, as well
as working in nutrition, functional medicine and
rehabilitation. Visit w10performancegym.com.

3. SPLIT SQUAT
Benefits: This is great for building single-leg
strength and developing muscular balance.
Stand with one leg in front of you; the other

behind you in a position that allows you to keep
your front foot on the ground. Both feet should
be pointing forwards (A).
Squat down as far as you can (keeping your

front foot flat on the floor and tension in your
body) by bending your front knee and letting
your back knee bend with it (similar to a lunge
but both feet stay fixed). Your back heel will
come off the floor.
Pause when your front thigh is parallel and the

shin is perpendicular to the floor. Don’t let your
front knee extend beyond your toes (B).
Push through your feet to rise up to standing;

repeat. Do all your reps on one side, then switch
the leg positions around and repeat.

2. JUMP SQUAT
Benefits: This builds lower-body strength and
develops explosive power. It’s a great move for
power athletes such as sprinters or jumpers.
Stand with feet hip-width apart and arms

down by your sides.
Drop down into a squat by bending your

knees and pressing through your heels. Keep
your chest up and shift your hips back to lower
as far as possible, with your hands on your
waist (A).
Lift as high as possible onto the balls of your

feet, then push off from the ground to propel
yourself into the air as high as you can (B). You
can also try swinging both arms back then
forward for extra momentum.
When you land, immediately bend your knees

back into the squat position.

4. GOBLET SQUAT
Benefits: Great for newbies, this move forces
you to learn proper technique, so you’ll get
maximum benefit out of every squat.
Stand with your feet hip-width or slightly

further apart and hold a kettlebell by the horns.
Bring the kettlebell close to your chest with
elbows pointing towards the floor (A).
Bend your knees and shift your hips back to

squat down until your elbows are near your
knees. Squat as low as you can while keeping
a straight back. Keep your chest lifted (B).
Pause at the bottom of the movement.

Squeeze your glutes and push through your
heels to stand back up. Lower back into the
squat and repeat the sequence. n
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M any of you will be
familiar with some
variation of a sun
salutation. The
sequence is a

regular feature of hatha yoga
classes, and a wonderful way to
prepare you for an active yoga
session. But have you ever tried
a moon salute? Unlike sun
salutations, which energise and
heat your body, moon salutes
are calming and restorative.
They invite you to become

more reflective and receptive,
so are especially suited to
those times when you’re feeling
stressed or depleted. Practised
mindfully, they can soothe an
overactive mind, rebalance your

system before exhaustion sets
in, and replenish your
energy. Traditionally
practised under the
moonlight, they're
good whenever you
need to slow down
and connect to your
natural rhythm. Try
them to wind down
after work, before you
go to sleep at night or
any time you feel under
pressure, out of balance
or low in energy.
You could also try the moon

meditation (see box, opposite
page), immediately before or
after the sequence, to tune
into your softer side.

Tune in to your natural rhythm and feel calm, centred and
rejuvenated with this flowing moon salutation

AND BREATHE
This sequence works your

spine in all directions,

particularly in the lateral

plane. This expands the

muscles between your

ribs to enhance

breathing.

MOON
Reach for the

WORKOUT

Meet the trainer
Eve Boggenpoel has been practising meditation and
yoga for 25 years. In 2013, she studied to become a yoga
teacher at triyoga in London, and is a member of The
British Wheel of Yoga, a qualified homoeopath and health
journalist. Her MagBook 10-minute Yoga Calm (£9.99;
amazon.co.uk) brings together her intuitive understanding
of healing and deep appreciation of yoga and meditation.
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WORKOUT

Moon
meditation

Do this calming meditation
before or after a moon salutation,
or whenever you want to enter
a quieter state of mind

Sit in a comfortable cross-legged
position with your hands on your thighs,
then take your attention to the space
between your eyebrows. Visualise a full
moon on a clear night sky. See its light
reflecting on the waves of the ocean as
they shimmer and dance in the midnight
blue, sensing how the moonlight
penetrates deep into the water.
Be sensitive to any feelings or

sensations you experience, perhaps
a tingling in your forehead or a growing
sense of stillness. After a few minutes,
allow the image to slowly fade as you
prepare to begin the moon salute.
After your practice, pause in

mountain pose, reconnect to the image
of the moon and ocean until your body
is steady, then rest in relaxation pose,
lying flat on your back with your arms
out to your sides, palms facing
upwards and feet comfortably apart
and your ankles relaxed.
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WORKOUT

MOON
SALUTE

SEQUENCE

1 Mountain pose
With your hands at your heart, inhale gently
as you slowly take your arms out to the
sides and overhead. Exhale into...

2 Extended mountain pose
with side bend
Extend to the left, then inhale to centre and
exhale to the right. Inhale back up and step
sideways with your left foot. Exhale into...

3 Goddess
Inhale. Turn your left foot out to 90°, and
your right foot in slightly, and exhale into...

4 Triangle
Inhale, then exhale as you lower your right
hand and turn both hips to the left, pivoting
on your back foot, to come into...

5 Pyramid
Inhale, then exhale as you lower your right
knee to the floor. Inhale into...

6 Crescent
Exhale and lower your hands to the floor
and pivot around to your right into...

7 Half squat
Inhale, lifting your hands into prayer, then
lower your hands and exhale into...

8 Garland pose
Inhale your hands up into prayer, then
lower your hands and exhale into...

✁
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With your hands at your heart, inhale gently 

Extend to the left, then inhale to centre and 
exhale to the right. Inhale back up and step 
sideways with your left foot. Exhale into...

your right foot in slightly, and exhale into...

This moon salutation is calming but
also mildly energising, so you might
like to try it in the mornings as well.
For the first round, take two or three
breaths in each pose, then follow
the breathing pattern below.

When you become familiar with the
sequence, experiment with allowing
the poses to flow into each other like
one continuous thread – a fluid moon
dance. Repeat two to three times.

1 2

3 4
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WORKOUT

9 Half squat
Inhale into prayer, then
exhale as you lower your
hands and pivot around
to your right. Inhale into...

10 Crescent
Exhale, lower your hands,
then inhale and rise into...

11 Pyramid
Exhale, then inhale, taking
your left arm in a large arc
overhead into...

12 Triangle
Exhale, then inhale to
come up and exhale into...

13 Goddess
Inhale as you step your
feet together, exhale as
you take your hands to
prayer. Inhale into...

14 Extended
mountain pose
with side bend
Exhale to the left, inhale to
centre, exhale to the right,
inhale back to centre,
exhale into...

15 Mountain pose
Pause, then repeat the
whole sequence, this time
leading to the right.

10

9

12

11 13

BE STILL
When you complete

the sequence, rest in

extended child's pose

for a few mins to allow

your body and mind to

absorb the effect of

the poses.
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Relax and restore
For in-depth form guides to

the poses in this salutation plus

more uplifting yoga sequences,

check out the latest H&F MagBook

10-minute Yoga Calm by Eve

Boggenpoel (£9.99, amazon.co.uk)

CALM
75
poses and

sequences to

relax & restore

10-minute yoga

WITH EVE BOGGENPOEL

Inside
STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE

EXPERT INSTRUCTION

MINDFULNESS TIPS

www.m
agbooks.com

£9.99

Relax and restore
For in-depth form guides to 

the poses in this salutation plus 

more uplifting yoga sequences, 

check out the latest 

10-minute Yoga Calm 
Boggenpoel (£9.99, amazon.co.uk)

CALM
75
poses and 

sequences to 

relax & restore

10-minute yoga
CALM

14

15
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FITNESS KNOWLEDGE

1 FIND A
GOOD BOX
No, not one to jump on but
a CrossFit gym, also known

as a ‘Box’. Good CrossFit boxes require
newbies to do intro classes. You’ll learn the
foundations, get familiar with perceived
exertion, terminology and key movements.
This makes transition easier and safer
when performing in a real class. You might
love the atmosphere and camaraderie, but
don’t confuse a good energy with good
coaching, says Marshall. ‘Your monthly
membership should provide a safe

C
rossFit has gone from a
little-known workout in
2007 to an international
phenomenon with over
13,000 affiliates
worldwide and

a cult-like following to boot.
The training method combines
functional moves such as
squats with gymnastic skills
and Olympic weightlifting with
interval-style workout methods
and an energetic, infectious vibe
that has people crawling back
for more.
CrossFit regulars will tell you how

addictive the workout is. You’ll never
do the same workout twice, so you’ll
be constantly challenging your body.

 KNOWLEDGE

Here’s how to see great
results fast, without

getting injured

But CrossFit isn’t without its downside.
Reports about safety issues means it’s
having to work hard to shake off rumours
of high injury rates. One study, published
in the Orthopaedic Journal of Sports
Medicine found 75 out of 386 participants
had sustained an injury (just under 20 per
cent). Injuries varied but shoulder, lower-
back and knee injuries were the most

common. Crucially, it also
concluded injury rate was
significantly decreased with
trainer involvement. Another
study concluded injury rates
are lower than competitive
contact sports but similar to

power-lifting and gymnastics.
David Marshall, owner of

Royal Docks CrossFit in London
(royaldocksCrossFit.com) and ex-
professional rugby player and coach,
says injury rates are ‘more to do with
varied levels, styles and backgrounds of
coaching’. Tom Cresswell, sports therapist

THE
SAFE WAY

TOCrossFit

YOU’RE
CONSTANTLY
CHALLENGING
YOUR BODY

and strength and conditioning coach at
MatchFit Athletics (matchfit.org) agrees.
‘Well-designed training should result in zero
overuse injuries.’ As with any sport, there
are guidelines to help you to stay safe and
ensure you reap the benefits of your
CrossFit workouts, whether you’re a
veteran or just starting out.
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catch-up. Eventually, you’ll know how to
manage a workout, break up the reps and
set your pace to finish strongly,’ he says.

6 WARM UP,
COOL DOWN
Your warm-up should
challenge and mimic some

of the movements you’ll be performing to
prep your body and mind and reduce the
chance of injuries. Experts such as
Cresswell say your warm-up should be built
on the RAMP framework. ‘RAMP warm-up
should raise your body temperature,
respiration rate, blood flow and heart rate;
activate key muscle groups; mobilise joints,
and prime with explosive movements to
prepare your body to work out.’ Don’t
scrimp on the cool-down either. ‘Stretching
major muscles involved in your workout will
help you recover and prepare for your next
session. Use a foam roller to focus on
areas of tightness and restore your joints’
range of motion.’

7 REST UP
Listen to your body – recovery
rate varies between exercisers
and workouts, so make sure

your nervous system and muscles have
recuperated before you train again. ‘If
you’ve trained hard, recover hard!
Insufficient recovery is the route to injury
and diminished performance,’ advises
Cresswell. ‘Drink fluids immediately after
training and eat a nutrient-rich, unrefined,
colourful, wholefoods meal within two
hours. Sleep is crucial too – aim for eight
hours to support hard training.’ Still
dipping in energy levels? Speak to a
sports nutritionist.

8 FOCUS ON
YOURSELF
Social networks can motivate
you to exercise more,

according to recent studies, and this might
help you see faster results in CrossFit, but
avoid getting caught up with what others
are lifting. Scale your weight according
to your individual strength, skills and
experience. ‘Scaling is the key to doing
CrossFit safely,’ says Marshall. ‘It’s not
what you can lift on the first few reps, but
what you can maintain for a workout of,
say, three rounds of 12 reps. You might
be lifting less than the person next to
you, but you’ll be challenged in equal
ways because it’s relative. That’s the
beauty of CrossFit.’ ■

'Fitness is not a destination, it's an endless journey. The less experience
you have, the more time it'll take to hone technique'

environment through a coach who closely
monitors your load and technique during
every move.’ And never do a CrossFit
workout on your own – you should always
be supervised.

2 DEVELOP
YOUR SKILLS
‘It doesn’t matter how strong
you are; if you’re not proficient

in Olympic lifts, you can injure yourself,’
says Marshall. ‘Before you start adding
weight to your bar, can you move with
technical efficiency, coordination and
stability? That means knowing where and
when to fire, relax and catch at the right
points to execute efficiently and without
risk of injury.’ Good technical know-how
comes with practice, so take it slowly and

avoid being competitive on the lifts until
you’ve gained enough experience. ‘A good
CrossFit coach should watch what weight
is good for you and your experience and
shouldn’t be afraid of telling you to strip
the bar,’ says Marshall.

3 THINK FORM
OVER PB
To get fitter and stronger,
quickly and safely, always

make sure your technique is spot-on.
‘When your form is better, your chances
of injury decrease. You need to be safe so
you can train again this week, next week
and beyond. An injured athlete is no good
to anyone!’ says Marshall. He suggests
that if you’re less experienced, you should
push hard on low-skill movements such
as burpees, runs and push-ups, where
there's lower risk of injury; and focus on
technique rather than a personal best
on the lifts.

4 KNOW
YOUR PAIN
Make sure you know the
difference between muscle

fatigue and pain that indicates joint
damage – it’s the key to undertaking
CrossFit as well as other sports safely.
‘Training intensely and exposing your body
to functional movement when training like
an athlete will cause some discomfort and
you may hurt the next day with aches and
stiffness, but this is “athletic normal”. Your
real warning signs are sharp, shooting
pains that don’t go away – that’s your
indication to stop,’ says Cresswell. ‘Never
load weight if a movement is causing pain
– this will lead to injury.’

5 FIND YOUR
TRAINING AGE
Regardless of your past gym
experience, if you’ve only

been doing CrossFit for a few months, you
need to be patient. ‘Fitness is not a
destination, it’s an endless journey. The
less experience you have, the more time
it’ll take to hone technique and get
to grips with a movement pattern and your
load capacities,’ says Cresswell. Marshall
agrees. ‘Your perceived exertion might
have improved over the first eight weeks
of CrossFit, but your skills are still playing
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reader offer

M anuka Life is one
of the UK’s most
successful yoga
and leisurewear
labels. With

elegant, feminine silhouettes and luxurious
fabrics, it perfectly blends comfort and
style to support and inspire your workouts.
All the pieces are tried and tested by
leading wellbeing experts to create the
most innovative, high-quality products
for your needs.
Manuka Life’s SS16 collection ‘The Eden

Collection’ is one of its most beautiful yet.
With images shot on location in Bali, the
collection incorporates exotic botanical
motifs with deep violet, bright pink coral
and cool mint colourways. Whether
you want high-performance seamless
technology or super-soft loungewear,
there’s something for everyone. You can

T&Cs: Offer is available on all accessories and apparel at full price. Valid for first order only.

also update your workout kit with Manuka
Life’s range of eco accessories, including
yoga mats, fitness balls and body bands,
all of which come in a fresh colour palate
for the summer.
‘We’ve worked hard to ensure our

products are technically superior and
comfortable but still beautiful and
trend-led,’ says creative director
Sarah MacDonnell.
Manuka Life apparel is priced from £30;

accessories from £20. It’s available from
manukalife.com and John Lewis stores.

YOURDISCOUNT
Manuka Life is offering H&F readers an
exclusive 30 per cent off the current
range online. It couldn’t be simpler – just
visit manukalife.com and use the following
code at checkout: HFMAGMANUKA30.
Happy shopping!

Inspire your summer workouts with some luxe kit and
accessories at a fraction of the price

30%
off Manuka Life

yoga & fitness wear

GET

FZ Women’s
jacket, £55

Om Tee, £34

Botanical skirt
leggings, £55

WE LOVE
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MOVE OF THE MONTH

✁

DEADLIFT
The deadlift is a fantastic exercise for
shaping and strengthening your lower
body. It primarily works the hamstrings
and glutes, but it also uses your back
and quadriceps muscles. It’s a staple
weightlifting move, so it’s important you
get it right. Practise with a light bar
before you go heavier to really master
the technique.

HOW TO DO IT:
● Stand with your feet under the bar
and squat down to take hold of it. Grip
the bar with palms facing your body and
hands just beyond hip-width apart.
Keep your back straight and chest up.
● Straighten your legs to move the bar
upwards, keeping it close to your body
and ensuring your arms stay extended
(don’t pull the bar with your arms). Snap
your hips forwards as you bring the bar
to the front of your thighs.

● Bend your legs, keeping your chest
up and not allowing your back to round,
to carefully lower the bar back to the
floor. Repeat the sequence.

Personal trainer Jean-Claude
Vacassin owns W10
Performance gyms in London.
He has advised athletes, sports
brands and film companies,
as well as working in nutrition,
functional medicine and

rehabilitation. Visit w10performancegym.com.

1
3

2

4

5

SHAPE LEAN
LEGS The deadlift is a great move

for sculpting your lower body.
Here’s how to get it right

1 CHEST
Keep your chin up and chest

lifted throughout the movement.
Pull the weight up, until the bar

is at thigh level, with your
arms straight.

2 ARMS
Don’t use your arms to pull the
bar – it’s important you don’t

bend your elbows and yank the
weight up. Instead, keep your
elbows locked and arms

straight to push through the
ground as you lift the bar.

3 BACK
Keep your weight back, then
tense your hamstrings (back of
thighs) and lats (back muscles)
to ensure your back doesn’t
round as you lift the bar.

4 HANDS
Use a double overhand grip

(hands on top of the bar; palms
facing your body).

5 KNEES
Start standing with the bar over
your mid-foot, then bend your
knees forward until your shins
touch the bar. Don’t move the
bar; keep it over the middle of

your feet.
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RUNKNOWLEDGE

Go the
DISTANCE
Christina Macdonald explains how to run further without getting injured
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1. GET A BODY MOT
If you’re training for a longer race distance,
such as a half marathon or a marathon,
get an MOT from a physiotherapist who
treats other runners. Ask them to look
at your running style and posture. They’ll
be able to identify weak muscles or
imbalances, and give you appropriate
exercises to strengthen key areas. Know
where you’re weak and how to improve
those areas before you increase your
running volume.

2. CHECK YOUR SHOES
Make sure your trainers aren’t worn out.
Running shoes should be changed every
300 to 500 miles. To tell if your shoes need
replacing, turn the shoe over and push your
thumb into the ball of the sole. The shoe
isn’t built to flex in that direction, so if it
does, it’s wearing out.

3. ADD IN RESISTANCE
TRAINING
Professor Greg Whyte (gregwhyte.com),
the sports scientist who trained Eddie
Izzard to run 43 marathons in 51 days,
recommends all runners strength train
twice a week to build strong muscles
around joints. He refers to this as ‘prehab’,
which means preventing injuries from
occurring. You don’t have to use dumbbells
– kettlebells, resistance bands or

bodyweight exercises, such as squats
and the plank are good choices, too.

4. INCREASE RUNNING
VOLUME GRADUALLY
‘Aim for the 10 per cent rule in the early
weeks and only look to increase one or two
of your runs by this amount,’ says running
coach Nick Anderson from Running With
Us (runningwithus.com). ‘If you’re able to
increase mileage without any negative
consequences, you’ll be fine to push the
effort a little further each week.’

5. EASE BACK EVERY
FOUR WEEKS
Have a less challenging week once a
month, where you reduce volume for seven
days. ‘I’d suggest every third or fourth
week is a cut-back week, to allow your
body to recover,’ says Anderson. ‘Still run

the same number of days, but reduce the
mileage back to an easy level.’

6. ONLY DO ONE
LONG RUN PER WEEK
‘I recommend just one long run a week
for most runners, especially if you’re new
to it,’ says Anderson. ‘It can take a few
days to fully recover from long runs, so
have an easy training session or a rest
day immediately afterwards. If you’re
more experienced, you may include other
semi-long runs in the week, which can
be up to 75 per cent of your longest run,
to boost endurance.’

7. VARY YOUR
RUNNING SURFACES
Running on tarmac or pavements will
cause more wear and tear on a joint than
running on a softer, grass surface. That
said, flat grass is better than uneven trails,
which can put more pressure through
your knees, as they have to work hard to
stabilise your body and keep you upright.
Vary your routes as much as possible.
If you run the same route, you could be
putting strain on one side, so reverse
the direction so that any cambers you
encounter affect the other side of your
body, too.

8. DON’T OVERDO
THE FREQUENCY
Don’t run more than four times per week,
and always follow a long run or a harder
session with a rest or recovery day, where
you do a gentle jog, some cross-training
or lower-impact work, such as yoga. n

‘Either is fine as long as you take into
account the intensity you run at for each
distance or duration,’ says PT Jeff Archer,
owner of corporate fitness and wellbeing
consultancy The Tonic (the-tonic.com).
‘Avoid combinations such as 30 minutes’
running on a flat surface one day followed

by 35 minutes up and down hills the next.
If you’re increasing by time, it’s fine to do
30 minutes flat, then 35 minutes flat for
the next run. But if you do a flat 30
minutes, the progression wouldn’t be 35
minutes on hills as this would be too
much of a jump in intensity.’

R eady for your next
running challenge?
If you’re new to running
and can now run
continuously for 20 to 30

minutes, or can comfortably complete a
5K, the next step could be to increase
your distance. It’s a good idea to set
yourself a new goal at this point to help
with motivation and focus your training.
Maybe you’d like to build up to running
a 10K, or you might have your sights set
on a half marathon.
At the 5K point, many runners come

unstuck, as increasing mileage can lead
to injury if your body isn’t strong enough
to cope with the extra volume. Running
is a high-impact activity and, when you
run, approximately three times your body
weight is absorbed through your knees.
So it’s important to make sure your
muscles and joints are strong enough
to cope with this increased volume. Any
muscle weaknesses or tightness you
have, even if you’re not aware of it,
can go on to cause injuries.

For instance, tight hamstrings will
shorten each running stride, and weak
glute muscles can inhibit your running.
Your main butt muscle, the gluteus
maximus, propels your leg forwards and
backwards, so it needs to be strong.
Meanwhile, your gluteus medius, on the
outside of your hip, stops your pelvis from
shifting when you balance on one leg. If
this muscle is weak, it can cause
problems elsewhere.
‘The balance between the gluteus

medius and hip flexors is responsible for
the position of your knee over the top of
your foot,’ says physiotherapist Mark
Buckingham from Witty Pask &
Buckingham (wpbphysio.co.uk). ‘If your
hip flexors are overworking and your
glutes aren’t doing much, the net effect
is that your knee relates inwards over the
inside part of your foot, which changes
the forces and angles going down
through your leg and puts strain over
different areas.’
Before you increase mileage, follow these
tips for injury prevention…

SHOULD YOU FOCUS ON TIME OR DISTANCE?

‘MAKE EVERY
THIRD OR

FOURTH WEEK A
CUT-BACK WEEK,
TO ALLOW YOUR

BODY TO
RECOVER’
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RUNNING Q&A
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H&F running coach Sam Murphy
answers your training questions

When is the right time to
start wearing racing flats?

I’ve been running for a year and
want to speed up

Racing flats are lightweight
running shoes with a snug fit

and minimal cushioning and often,
very little heel rise. They’re the
footwear of choice for elite runners
when racing – although many will
run the bulk of their training miles in
shoes with more cushioning. Why?
Because running in a shoe with less
protection from the impact of
running raises injury risk.
Some runners talk about the

psychological ‘readiness to race’
they get from the ritual of putting
on their racing flats, but the main
benefit of these shoes is their light
weight. A study from the University
of Colorado in 2012 estimated that
a 100g increase in shoe weight
was associated with a one per cent
increase in oxygen consumption (or
energy demand) – adding four
seconds to every mile.
However, running shoes as a

whole have become significantly
lighter in the last few years – a
welcome result of the barefoot
movement, which saw many

runners shift from highly built-up,
cushioned shoes to bare feet or
‘minimalist’ shoe models. So, if
you want to go faster, you could
simply opt for a lighter model of
running shoe that’s fairly similar to
your usual training shoe, so it still
feels ‘familiar’. You should be able
to find out the weight of potential
shoes on the manufacturer’s
website or in a running store.
If the shoe you choose to go

faster in is significantly different
from the model you normally
wear, make sure you introduce it
gradually – adaptation takes time
and can cause temporary soreness
or discomfort – and you don’t want
to discover that halfway through
an important race.
I wear shoes that are lightweight

and low to the ground all year
round (current favourites are the
Inov-8 Road-X-Treme 220, £110;
inov-8.com). I’ve seen that the
switch to racing flats at the start
of the summer racing season often
coincides with more injuries in club
runners. No doubt it’s partly due
to an increase in training, but the
complaints about sore calves and
Achilles tendons suggests the shoe
switch also plays a role.

The Vitality British 10K
July 10
Take in the sights of the capital
with this iconic race. The new 2016
route takes you past the London
Eye, St James’s Palace, Big Ben,
the Houses of Parliament and
Whitehall. All finishers receive
a free Brooks technical T-shirt;
Thebritish10klondon.co.uk.

THE
ONE
TO
RUN

NEW KIT

Q

A

Running
shoes aremore

minimalist, thanks
to the barefoot

running
movement.

RUNNING
EXPERT

VIBRAM FIVEFINGERS
SPYRIDON MR
£129.99; vibram.com
Love rough trails? You can
still enjoy the barefoot feel
with these minimalist
shoes from experts Vibram.
Rock-stopping technology
and ultra-grippy soles keep
you safe both uphill and down.

MUSTO MARATHON SHORTS
£49.99; musto.com
The sailing apparel giant has
just launched its first women’s
fitness range, harnessing the
power of ocean-engineered
technology. We love these
lightweight, breathable running
shorts with built-in briefs.

ADIDAS COOL RUNNING TEE
£22; adidas.co.uk
Stay cool on long runs with
this lightweight mesh T-shirt.
Designed for temperature
control, the layered mesh
fabric with large holes offers
maximum breathability to
keep you comfortable during
warm-weather workouts.
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KIT TEST

H&F’s art director Lucy
Pinto runs and jumps
to test out the latest

bluetooth headphones

ON TEST

BLUETOOTH
HEADPHONES

KIT TEST

COMFORT✶✶
USABILITY ✶✶✶✶✶

COMFORT✶✶
USABILITY ✶✶✶✶✶

COMFORT✶✶✶✶
USABILITY ✶✶✶✶✶

COMFORT✶✶✶
USABILITY ✶✶✶✶✶

COMFORT✶✶✶✶✶
USABILITY ✶✶✶✶✶

SKULLCANDY XTFREE
£79.99; skullcandy.co.uk
‘Weighing less than 15g, these are super
light, but they still include a microphone
and remote on the wire that allows you to
take calls, adjust the volume and control
your music. The earbuds boast extra-sticky
silicone and a “FitFin” that sits in the crease
just above your ear hole to help lock the
buds into place, giving a secure fit. They
allow some ambient sound to enter, to help
keep you safe when you’re out running,
and contain a six-hour rechargeable
battery. They’re welded to block out
moisture and seem durable. However, I
was acutely aware of the wire that goes
behind your head – it got caught every
time I moved my head.’

XQISIT BT IE200
£49.99; boots.com
‘The XQ BT IE200 earphones have an easy
stop/start function for music – just click
once on the control to pair these with your
music library and you can start streaming
your favourite tunes. Unfortunately,
though, my workouts were interrupted on
numerous occasions as the headphones
kept falling out. You can, however, buy a
different size of the rubber covers for a
more personal fit. The sound quality was
pretty on point and delivered a clear, rich
sound, plus the magnets on the earbuds
meant that when I’d finished my workout,
I could take the headphones off and place
the earbuds together to form a necklace
– a nice touch.’

URBANISTA BOSTON
SPORTS EARPHONES
£59.99; carphonewarehouse.com
‘Urbanista uses a silicone “wing” which
hooks above the ear to help the earbuds sit
securely in your ears. The earbuds are also
made of silicone, and are comfortable and
soft to touch. In fact, after a few minutes,
you really do forget you have them in – they
feel like a second skin. The fit is tight so
you can hear the music clearly and lock out
surrounding noises. They’re also water-
resistant and sweat-proof so you can
train in any weather condition. They’re
compatible with all Bluetooth devices and
there’s a remote on the wire to make taking
calls or changing music easy. These would
be good for running.’

UNDER ARMOUR (UA)
JBL HEADPHONES
£149.99; uk.jbl.com
‘These headphones use Twistlock™
technology to prevent them falling out and
it really worked. I tried pretty much every
type of workout and they just didn’t budge.
They were an amazing fit without being
hard or rough on the skin and they’re also
sweat-proof. There’s a three-button mic to
help you adjust volume and deal with music
and phone calls, and these headphones
work with iPhone and Android devices.
They also come with a 12-month Premium
membership to MapMyFitness app so you
can map your routes or pick one from the
huge selection, track your fitness and loads
more. A great choice for all-rounders.’

ROC SPORT BY MONSTER
FREEDOM HEADPHONES
£199.95; harrods.com
‘Global football superstar Cristiano
Ronaldo and Monster have joined forces
to create these good-looking headphones.
Press and hold the “on” button to link to
your device and they’ll find the music.
Using the mic and control system on the
right ear cup, you can hang up and take
calls, adjust the volume, fast-forward or
rewind songs and even talk to Siri on iOS
devices by pressing the buttons. Despite
the headphones sitting over the head,
eighties style, I found them super comfy –
the memory-foam ear covers were a dream
and grippy headband helps to keep the
earphones in place – ideal for a sweaty
workout. They’re a little pricey, but the
quality and delivery of crisp, clear sound
(Total Noise Control cuts out background
noise) make them worth it. There’s 10
hours of battery life and you charge them
via a USB cable. A must for gym-goers
who like to make a statement.’
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READER SUCCESS

‘I
used to be quite fit but overweight. Then I
got a knee injury from working out and all my
exercise went to pot. I turned to food and
ate really badly – lots of fatty foods, such as
crumpets with cheese and pickle for breakfast,

burger and chips for lunch and pie and chips for dinner. It
made me feel lethargic, tired and really unfit. My weight
crept up until I weighed nearly 17 stone at the start of 2014.
I was getting clicks in my knee, had a bad back and I was
out of breath all the time – even going upstairs.’

WAKE-UP CALL
‘The turning point came late in 2013 when I was watching
The Biggest Loser on TV with my son and the contestants
got on scales with their crop tops on and bellies out. My son
commented that I looked like one of the women. Kids don’t
lie and it made me realise I couldn’t carry on like this.
‘I started out doing a lot more walking because I was very

self-conscious about going into a gym environment – you
see all those fit people in there. I wanted to lose some
weight before I ventured into a gym, so I also bought
a cross-trainer machine and a skipping rope that I used
at home. Losing the first couple of stone gave me the
confidence to join the gym.’

GOING TO THE GYM
‘I joined PureGym (puregym.com), but I’d wear big XL
tracksuit bottoms and a baggy T-shirt that came down
almost to my knees. I went on a treadmill rather than
doing classes at first, because I didn’t have the
confidence to do group exercise.
‘I totally changed my diet at this time too. I’d have

porridge or Müller light with fresh fruit for breakfast.
I started making my own soups – there are so many
additives in bought ones and I wanted to know that
I was eating healthily. I now eat a lot more fish such as
salmon and mackerel, plus salads and loads of veg too.’

BODY TRANSFORMATION
‘When I’d lost three and a half or four stone, I started hitting
the classes and got the confidence to wear more fitted
clothes. I began to love exercise – particularly Spinning;
Legs, bums and tums; and abs classes.
‘People kept commenting that I’d lost weight. It’s so nice

when people ask you how you’ve done it and want advice.
I’ve lost six and a half stone in total and dropped several
dress sizes! I feel absolutely amazing – like I’ve been given
a new lease of life.
‘I was made redundant from an office job last year and

went to college to study complementary therapies. I’m
also doing sports massage training and fitness instructor
training. My son’s really proud of me now!’

Barbara Pitter, 50, from Middlesex, ditched her
unhealthy habits and has gained a new lease of life
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TOPTIP
‘Don’t give up – even

when you have bad days.
Draw a line under it and

remember that
tomorrow’s
another day.’

‘I’ve lost six and
a half stone!’
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WIN!

LIONHEART
OMEGA 3CAPSULES

AHYBRIDBIKE FROMHALFORDS
WORTH£349.99

Bare Biology offers a range of Omega
3 supplements for the whole family,
in a form the body can absorb, with
guaranteed purity, great taste and
certified low oxidation levels. Unlike
any other UK company, Bare Biology
is 100 per cent transparent, providing
full test results for every single batch
on its website. All products have the
highest concentrations of EPA and
DHA (the key omega 3 fatty acids) and
are in the natural triglyceride form for
optimum absorbency. It’s the only
UK brand awarded a 5-star rating
for purity, freshness and strength by
IFOS (International Fish Oil Standards)
and its products are completely free
from heavy metals and other
environmental contaminants.
A daily dose of 4 x 500mg capsules

contains 860mg EPA and 440mg DHA
– on average three times more than
standard 1,000mg capsules. The
capsule shell is made from fish
gelatin, whereas most are made
from beef or pork.

Omega 3 is widely recognised as
beneficial for healthy hearts, brains,
joints and overall good health. It can
also play a key role in supporting
fitness efforts and may increase
muscle mass and oxygen supply,
improve cardio endurance and
cognitive performance and reduce
joint inflammation and risk of injury.
Lion Heart is the number one choice
of A-list personal trainers.
Fancy trying it? H&F readers can

take advantage of an exclusive
20 per cent off Bare Biology Lion
Heart Capsules (normally £28.50 for
30 days’ supply).

FOR MORE INFORMATION on the
full range from Bare Biology and to
secure your discount, head to
barebiology.com and type in the code
‘H&F20’ at checkout. The offer will
run from June 1 to July 1, 2016.

20%OFF

We’ve teamed up with Halfords to offer you
the chance to win a versatile hybrid bike.
The Carrera Subway 1 Women’s Hybrid Bike
is the ideal solution for having fun and
keeping fit. The urban mountain-bike-style
tyres are perfect for both road and trail
riding, making sure you never get bored.
It comes with 24-speed gears to help
you quickly gather speed and climb hills
with ease, and powerful Tektro Novela
mechanical disc brakes will make sure
you come to a swift stop in all weather
conditions. Finished off with women’s-
specific geometry and comfort grips, it
will ensure all of your rides are enjoyable.
For more information, see halfords.com.

FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN, email your
details to competitions@iris-uk.com with
‘HALFORDS’ in the subject title by July
27, 2016, when one winner will be selected
at random. Good luck!

Terms and conditions apply. This discount cannot be used in
conjunction with any other offer available.

Terms and conditions apply – see p115 for details.
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WIN! ONEOFTHREEPAIRSOF
OOFOS®RECOVERYFOOTWEAR

Your feet worked hard today and they’ll
likely have another workout tomorrow.
That’s why every pair of OOFOS is
engineered to help your feet recover
in ways that typical footwear can’t.
The shoes absorb 37 per cent more

shock than other foams and their
patented footbed design cradles your
arches and reduces stress on sore feet,
knees and backs, for more natural motion.
OOFOS recovery footwear is available

in two styles – thong and slide – and five

colours, from £40 RRP. For more
information, visit oofos.co.uk.
OOFOS is giving three H&F readers

the chance to win one pair of OOFOS
OOriginals in your choice of Black,
Bermuda, Fuchsia or Melon.

FOR YOUR CHANCE to win, email your
details to competitions@iris-uk.com with
‘OOFOS’ in the subject title by July 27,
2016, when three winners will be
selected at random.

30%OFF BEYONDDARK
CHOCOLATE

The cocoa bean is an amazingly rich source of antioxidants – natural goodies that
can do wonders for your health. But most of them are usually destroyed during the
chocolate production process. The people at Beyond Dark think that’s barbaric and
don’t let that happen. Thanks to their production process, Beyond Dark Moments
of Pure Pleasure contain up to three times more antioxidants than standard dark
chocolate. That’s the antioxidant equivalent to 25 oranges, eight bananas or five
apples in every 35g pack (RRP £1)!
Antioxidants can help: maintain a healthy heart; reduce blood pressure; improve

blood flow; reduce bad cholesterol; maintain healthy, supple skin; stay healthy and
protect your brain. Beyond Dark also tastes fantastic – see the results of the Measure
of Pleasure experiment at measureofpleasure.co.uk. In fact, Beyond Dark has won
Health & Fitness and Women’s Fitness magazines’ Healthy Food and Drink Gold
Award for Chocolate for the last three years.
TO CELEBRATE THE LATEST AWARD, Beyond Dark is offering you a special 30 per
cent online discount. Go to the shop at beyonddark.co.uk and use the promo code
‘BD30’ at the checkout. The offer will run until December 30, 2016.
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The supermodel and businesswoman, 52,
reveals her secrets for ageless beauty

Elle Macpherson

loving my body

WE’RE TALKING TO...

1. DO YOU HAVE A
FAVOURITE WAY
TO WORK OUT?
‘I like to mix it up. I love
swimming, paddle boarding,
running, skiing (snow or water-
skiing), surfing, hiking, Spinning…
I love being outside. I did a
hip-hop class the other day.
I was so out of rhythm but I
laughed a lot! You have to find
whatever works for you – try
lots of new things.’

5. WHICH MOMENTS HAVE
REVOLUTIONISED YOUR
WELLBEING?
‘In my late 40s, despite my best efforts, I felt run-down.
I tried supplements, but nothing worked. Then I met
nutritionist Simone Laubscher, PhD. She said my body’s
alkalinity was off balance. I didn’t realise stress, worry,
jetlag, too little sleep and eating too much red meat, dairy
or not enough greens can make your body acidic. We
worked on the most effective combinations of wholefood
and organic greens and The Super Elixir was born.’

3. WHAT’S
ALWAYS IN
YOUR FRIDGE?
‘Coconut water, water, Vegemite,
soaked almonds, almond milk,
fruit and veg, yoghurt for the
kids, eggs, spelt bread and
dark chocolate.’

4. WHAT’S YOUR SECRET TO
BEING AN AGELESS BEAUTY?
‘I have to be adaptable to my age and beauty as it is
today – not as it was or how I wish it was. I also believe
in beauty from the inside out. An alkaline body is a
healthier body. Many people believe it encourages cellular
renewal so it’s anti-ageing. When all our body systems
are nourished well and detoxifying properly, they’re in
their optimal state. I feel my body hums now I’m taking
my WelleCo Super Elixir (£96 for 300g; welleco.com). My
workouts are strong, I’ve lost weight around my middle,
my moods are balanced and I don’t have sugar cravings.’
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2. ANY MAKE-UP
BAG MUST-HAVES?
‘I keep it simple when I’m not
working: just sunglasses and lip gloss
most days. For dressing up, I’ve done
pretty much the same thing for years:
a smoky eye and neutral lip, hair out.
I’d love to be able to do a red lip and
eyeliner, but it’s just not me – you
learn what suits you. My go-to
products would be my Bobbi Brown
lip gloss (bobbibrown.co.uk), Kevyn
Aucoin mascara (kevynaucoin.com)
– no more panda eyes – and
Perricone MD foundation
(perriconemd.co.uk).’
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“As a working mum, juggling a hectic
lifestyle, I rely onWellwoman to provide
me with the nutritional support I
need, helping my health and vitality
shine through.”

Kirsty Gallacher
Television Presenter

Vitabiotics Wellwoman® is an
advanced range of nutritional
products designed to safeguard
your nutritional intake, with
micronutrients B12 and iron
which contribute to normal
energy release and immune
system function.

With over 40 years of Vitabiotics’
expertise, there’s no women’s
supplement range
more relied on
thanWellwoman.

www.wellwoman.com
Original 50+ Max Drink




